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Abstract 
Charged polymers, polyelectrolytes (PEs), are versatile synthetic materials with applications 
ranging from water treatment to fuel cells. PEs are abundant also in nature as many biological 
macromolecules, most notably DNA, are charged polymers. A characteristic property of PEs is 
that oppositely charged PEs attract and readily form complexes with each other, or other 
charged molecules and surfaces. This ability to complex is the basis of many applications of 
PEs. It can be utilized to build up thin, multilayered films consisting of up to hundreds of layers 
of oppositely charged PEs. Another application of PE complexation is in gene therapy, where 
DNA-polycation complexes can be used as means of delivering the genetic material into a cell. 

PE complexation is sensitive to the presence of additional salt. Salt can e.g. speed up the 
equilibration of PE complexes and dissolve polyelectrolyte multilayers. This thesis aims to 
elucidate the mechanisms through which salt affects PE interactions in complexation. This is 
done by using both all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of PE complexes and Monte 
Carlo simulations of a simplified model where the opposite charge PEs are modelled as rigid, 
charged rods. 

The MD simulations of this thesis demonstrate how salt dissolves a DNA-polycation complex 
by breaking the PE-PE contacts, and explain why multivalent ions are more effective in 
dissolving the complex compared to monovalent ions. The connection between the polyanion-
polycation charge ratio in the complex and the complex behavior in salt is also investigated. 
Decreasing the polycation charge density seems to destabilize complexes in salt solutions. 

The MC simulations are used to extensively map out the interactions of oppositely charged 
PEs as function of salt concentration, salt valency, and PE charge ratio. Two mechanism 
leading to repulsion between oppositely charged rods are discovered: asymmetric overcharging 
and repulsion due to osmotic contributions. The latter is accompanied by a formation of a 
double minimum in the free energy landscape of the two approaching, oppositely charged rods. 
The location and depth of the secondary minimum are affected by salt concentration, salt type 
and the ratio of rod charges. The results thus suggest ways of tuning the interactions in PE 
systems by controlling the PE charges and the salt content of the solution. 

The findings of this thesis can be used to better understand and design materials based on 
PE complexation, such as the polycationic DNA carriers. In addition, this thesis presents a 
methodological advance related to the modelling of electrostatics in simulations. This novel 
modification of the Ewald summation enables more efficient simulations of charged,  
cylindrical macromolecules and facilitates the comparison of the simulation results to 
approximate theories utilizing similar geometries. 
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Tiivistelmä 
Varatut polymeerit, polyelektrolyytit (PE), ovat monipuolisia synteettisiä materiaaleja, joita 
käytetään mm. veden käsittelyssä. Polyelektrolyyttejä esiintyy myös luonnossa ja monet biolo- 
giset makromolekyylit, kuten DNA, ovat varattuja polymeerejä. Vastakkaisesti varatut poly- 
meerit muodostavat komplekseja keskenään ja PE:t voivat kompleksoitua myös muiden varat-
tujen molekyylien ja pintojen kanssa. Monet polyelektrolyyttien sovellutukset perustuvat tälle 
ominaisuudelle: PE-kompleksaation avulla voidaan mm. rakentaa ohutkalvoja, jotka koostuvat 
kymmenistä tai sadoista vastakkaisvarauksisista polymeerikerroksista. Kompleksaatiota voi-
daan hyödyntää myös geeniterapiassa, missä polykationi-DNA -komplekseja käytetään geenien 
kuljetuksessa soluun. 

PE-kompleksit ovat herkkiä ylimääräisten ionien, suolan, läsnäololle liuoksessa. Suola voi 
mm. nopeuttaa PE-kompleksien tasapainottumista ja hajottaa PE-ohutkalvoja. Tämän työn 
tarkoitus on selvittää molekyylidynamiikkasimulaatioiden (MD) sekä Monte Carlo (MC) simu-
laatioiden avulla mekanismeja, joiden kautta suola vaikuttaa PE-vuorovaikutuksiin. MD-simu-
laatioissa käytetään kemiallisesti realistista mallia kun taas MC-simulaatioissa hyödynnetään 
yksinkertaistettua mallia, jossa PE:t kuvataan jäykkinä, vastakkaisesti varattuina tankoina. 

Tässä työssä tehdyt MD-simulaatiot demonstroivat, miten ionit hajottavat DNA-polykationi-
kompleksit katkaisemalla PE-PE sidokset, ja selittävät miksi moniarvoiset ionit tekevät tämän 
tehokkaammin kuin yksiarvoiset ionit. Myös polykationi-polyanioni -varaussuhteen vaikutus-
ta kompleksin stabiilisuuteen suolassa tutkittiin MD:n avulla. Alhainen polykationin varaus-
tiheus näyttää johtavan PE-PE -kompleksin destabilisoitumiseen suolaliuoksissa. 

MC-simulaatioiden ja yksinkertaistetun mallin avulla puolestaan kartoitettiin kattavasti 
suolan määrän, suolan valenssin sekä polyelektrolyyttien varauksien vaikutusta PE-vuorovai-
kutuksiin. Simulaatioissa löydettiin kaksi mekanismia, jotka aiheuttavat repulsion vastakkai-
sesti varattujen tankojen välille: asymmetrinen ylivarautuminen ja osmoottinen repulsio. Jäl-
kimmäisessä tapauksessa lähestyvien tankojen vapaaenergiakäyriin syntyy uusi, sekundääri-
nen minimi, jonka sijaintiin ja syvyyteen voidaan vaikuttaa suolan pitoisuutta sekä ionityyppiä 
ja PE:n varauksia muuntelemalla. Tulokset täten kertovat miten PE-vuorovaikutuksia voidaan 
näiden muuttujien avulla säädellä halutun laisiksi. 

Väitöskirjan tulokset auttavat paremmin ymmärtämään ja suunnittelemaan PE-kompleksaa-
tioon perustuvia materiaaleja, kuten geeniterapiassa käytettäviä komplekseja. Väitöskirjatutki-
muksessa luotiin myös muunnelma elektrostatiikan mallintamiseen käytetystä Ewald-sum-
mauksesta. Tämä muunnelma tehostaa sylinterimäisten, varattujen makromolekyylien mallin-
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1. Introduction and Background

1.1 Introduction

Polymers are large molecules that are composed of many repeating

subunits, monomers. Polyelectrolytes (PEs) are a class of polymers

consisting of ionic or ionizable repeating units that can dissociate into

a charged polymer and small counterions when the PE is exposed to a

solvent. If the charge of the polymer is negative, the polyelectrolyte is said

to be anionic whereas positively charged polymers are called cationic.

In contrast to their neutral counterparts, charged polymers are often

water-soluble. Polyelectrolyte solutions exhibit both the properties of

electrolytes (salt) and polymers: like salt solutions, solutions of PEs

are often conductive, and the polymeric nature results in viscosity. An

interesting property of PEs is that oppositely charged PEs attract and

can bind together thus forming a complex with each other, or with other

charged molecules/surfaces. This ability of oppositely charged PEs to

complex can be used to build polyelectrolyte multilayers by exposing a

substrate to an alternating sequence of negative and positive PE solution

baths with a rinsing step in between. By repeating this simple but

versatile layer-by-layer process, one can build up a thin multilayered film

consisting of hundreds of alternating, oppositely charged layers.

The water solubility, viscosity, conductivity and ability to complex, along

with the possibility to tune the charge content and the molecular weight of

the polymer chain, make polyelectrolytes versatile synthetic materials for

industrial purposes. They can be used, e.g, to regulate the surface charge

of particles, initiate the precipitation of solution or to control viscosity.

Industrial applications of PEs include, for example, water treatment, oil

recovery, lubricants and paper manufacturing. Many soaps, shampoos

13



Introduction and Background

and cosmetics also contain polyelectrolytes. In addition to synthetic

charged polymers, polyelectrolytes are abundant in nature, as many

biological macromolecules, most notably DNA, are charged polymers.

This has sparked much research on biocompatible polyelectrolytes for

implant coatings, controlled drug release, as well as, other medical

and bioengineering applications. A specific interest to polyelectrolyte

complexes lies in the field of gene therapy, where polycation complexation

with DNA or RNA can be utilized as a means of delivering the genetic

material into the cell.

Despite the wide applicability of polyelectrolytes and the relative

simplicity of the manufacturing of polyelectrolyte materials, many open

questions still remain related to the fundamentals of polyelectrolyte

complex (PEC) formation, factors governing the growth and structure

of polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEMs) as well as the role and nature

of charge compensation and hydration in PE materials. Many of

these questions are challenging to address via experimental means,

and polyelectrolytes have also proven to be more elusive for theoretical

approaches than their charge-neutral counterparts. Utilizing computer

simulations can therefore generate new knowledge on polyelectrolyte

materials, and at best help close the gap between theory and experiment.

Computer simulations of materials and molecules is a highly inter-

disciplinary field where the theories stem from chemistry, physics, and

mathematics, and algorithms from computer science. However, the roots

of the methods used in molecular modelling lie in the rise of modern

physics in the beginning of the 20th century. The first successful

model representation of a molecular structure was closely related to the

development of crystallography and nuclear physics, and the foundation

of basic algorithms employed for computational molecular modelling was

laid by groups working with the MANIAC computer in the Los Alamos

laboratory in the 1950’s. The concept of force fields, used to model

the interactions inside and between molecules, had its beginning in

the development of vibrational spectroscopy. The idea of force fields

did not spread beyond the physical chemistry community until 1946,

when it was first suggested to use the concept to model molecules in a

more quantitative way, and as a combination of steric interactions and

Newtonian mechanical models of bond stretching, angle bending, and

torsions.

During the last decades the field of molecular modelling has evolved

14



Introduction and Background

from picosecond studies of isolated macromolecules in vacuum to simu-

lations of chemically heterogeneous biomolecular systems consisting of

millions of atoms and with time scales up to microseconds. The recent

advantages in computational capacity, simulations methods, and in the

accuracy of the force fields enable also the computational modelling of

charged polymeric materials, and thus the conception of this thesis.

1.2 Background

This thesis investigates, via computer simulations, how additional

electrolyte in solution affects the interactions of a polyanionic molecule

with one or two polycations. The complexation (or decomplexation) of two

oppositely charged polyelectrolytes can represent the first step towards

formation (or the last step in dissolution) of a macro scale polyelectrolyte

complex. Therefore, individual polyelectrolytes form a convenient model

system. The main focus of this thesis is the ability of additional electrolyte

(microions) to destabilize PE complexes.

Studies of PE complexation in mixtures containing both polycations and

polyanions are interesting in they own right, but can also be viewed

as means of understanding the related polyelectrolyte multilayers, as

elucidated in a review [1] connecting several properties of PECs to

properties of polyelectrolyte multilayers of same composition. In this

Section, existing experimental and computational work on polyelectrolyte

multilayers and complexes will be briefly summarized to identify a

research gap which is addressed in this thesis.

1.2.1 Charge Asymmetries in Polyelectrolyte Systems

The charge ratio of oppositely charged PEs is known to affect the

way the PEs interact. The effect of salt and pH (which affects PE

charge) on the macroscopical phase separation in solutions of polyacids

and polybases has been extensively mapped since the seminal work

by Bungenberg de Jong [2]. For PE complexes, Dautzenberg showed

that the charge ratio affects both the stability and composition of the

complexes [3]. For polyelectrolyte multilayers, difference in the charge

content of the oppositely charged polyelectrolytes can lead to dissolution

of the previously deposited, low-charge content polyelectrolyte layer upon

adsorption of the next layer of highly charged PEs. Accordingly, a critical

15
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limit for charge density for the less charged PE can exist under which the

build-up of PEM is prevented [4].

However, systematic experimental studies solely on the effect of PE

charge ratio are complicated. Regulating the charge density of a PE

affects also other properties, such as the hydration, of the PE chain [5]

and low charge density can lead to dominance of other, non-electrostatic

contributions in the complexation. In this thesis, complexing PEs with

charge ratio close to one are termed symmetric whereas PEs with

dissimilar charge densities are called asymmetric.

1.2.2 Polyelectrolyte Complexes and Multilayers in Salt

PE complexes are known to be sensitive to added electrolyte with

responses including shrinking, under some conditions flocculation or

swelling, and at higher concentrations loosening, and finally complete

dissociation of the complex over the so called critical salt concentration [6,

7]. Salt has been linked to the solubility [8], kinetics [9], and

composition [9, 10] of PE complexes. Additional electrolyte also has an

effect on PE multilayers. Excess salt can be used to drive PEMs from

linear growth of mass upon layer deposition into exponential growth

region [11], indicating a change in the dynamics of PE chains diffusing

within the deposited multilayers. Salt has also been reported to dissolve

PE multilayers [12].

The valency of the additional ions has a strong effect on how the

polyelectrolyte complexes response to additional salt [3]. However, some

mixed reports exist on whether differences other than salt valency, such

as ion size, matter. Schlenoff and co-workers have related ion hydration,

connected to ions size and valency, and the ability of ion to penetrate

into PE multilayers and complexes [13]. However, other studies [3] have

seen very little differences in PE complex behaviour for different types of

(monovalent) ions. An explanation to this might be that PE interactions

only become ion specific at very high concentrations of ions, as proposed

by Pozar and Davor [14].

Salt has been suggested to affect PE complexation via microion

activated contact breaking [12, 15] where PE-PE contacts are replaced by

PE-ion contacts but explicit verification of the mechanism via experiments

is challenging. Considering the various ways salt can influence PECs and

PEMs, it is easy to see why understanding the underlying mechanisms of

salt effects on PE materials is a task worth tackling.
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Figure 1.1. Gene delivery using a cationic polymer: (1) DNA complexation with
polycation, (2) complex traversing the cell membrane to the cytoplasm, (3)
DNA release into the cytoplasm, and (4) DNA transfer into nucleus. Figure
adapted from Ref. [18].

1.2.3 Specific Application: Polyelectrolyte Complexes as Gene
Delivery Vectors

DNA, along with many other biological macromolecules, is a poly-

electrolyte. Understanding polyelectrolyte interactions therefore has

important implications from the point of view of biology and medicine.

A prominent application of polyelectrolyte complexation lies in gene

therapy. Successful gene therapy requires an efficient way of delivering

(transfecting) the gene into a cell. As a polyanion, DNA readily

complexes with cationic polyelectrolytes in aqueous solutions, and this

DNA-polycation complexation has been demonstrated to be a viable

means of transfection [16, 17].

As opposed to viral delivery vectors, polyelectrolyte complexes offer

a infection free route to gene delivery they do not bear a risk of

immune reaction to the carrier. That said, gene delivery is a multi-

stage process where an optimal polycationic carrier exhibits a delicate

balance of several properties, such as, complex charge, complex stability,

and complex size [19–21]. This is because the delivery vector has to

provide both adequate protection, and efficient and timely release of the

gene [22], see Fig. 1.1. The goal finding of an optimal polycation carrier

for gene therapy applications therefore greatly benefits from fundamental

understanding of polycation-DNA interactions and factors affecting the

complex stability and composition.

In particular, PE-PE interactions in salt play a role in designing poly-

cationic carriers for DNA: both mono- and divalent ions are abundant in

physiological environment and a correlation between the cell transfection

of DNA delivered as DNA-polycation complexes and the tolerance of the

complex to the addition of salt has been suggested [23]. Furthermore,
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the presence of Ca2+ ions are known to promote transfection, possibly by

regulating the size or aggregation of the complexes, or by aiding in the

release of the genetic material from the complex [24–26]. Solutions of

a small polyanionion heparin can also be used to dissolve DNA carrier

complexes [27].

Poly-l-lysine (PEI) and polyethyleneimine (PEI) are among the most

studied candidates for polycationic gene delivery vectors. Out of the two

PEI is often considered more promising due to its ability to change its

protonation state under physiological pH range. Protonation changes

the charge content of PEI and therefore relates to the more generic

effect of charge asymmetry on PE complexation. The so called proton

sponge hypothesis [28] postulates that the ability of PEI to absorb protons

in the acidic environment of endosomes leads to efficient release of

genetic material from the carrier via osmotic swelling and rupture of

the endosome and swelling of the PEI-DNA complex due to repulsion

between protonated amine groups of PEI. That said, data seemingly in

direct disagreement of the proton sponge hypothesis exists as increasing

protonation of PEI has been reported to increase the stability of DNA-PEI

complex. Moret et al. observed DNA release from PEI-DNA complex by

alkaline pH [27], and Utsuno and Uludag have detected a looser binding

of DNA-PEI complexes in neutral pH compared to low pH [29].

1.2.4 Computational Modelling of Polyelectrolytes

Despite the vast experimental effort on polyelectrolyte systems, open

questions still remain. Computational modelling of polyelectrolytes can

help unravel these question as it can provide an otherwise unattainable,

microscopical and dynamic view of the system. Therefore, computer

simulations can be used to access properties of the systems which are

beyond the reach of experiments.

The early work on computational modelling of polyelectrolytes mostly

related a) to the testing of theoretical predictions on the behaviour of

counterion atmosphere around a polyelectrolyte [30] or b) to evaluation

of configurational properties and energies for charged polymer chains as

function of amount of monomers [31]. In the first case, the polyelectrolyte

was modelled by a static, rigid cylinder surrounded by mobile counterions,

whereas for evaluation of configurational properties, PEs were modelled

as interconnected, charged sites on a rectangular lattice.

The modern day simulations of PEs can roughly be divided into
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two categories: 1) simulations utilising coarse-grained models where

polyelectrolytes are modelled as identical charged beads connected with

springs [32–36] and 2) all-atom simulations where the model utilized aims

at reproducing the chemical properties of the polyelectrolyte as accurately

as possible [37–41] and each atom in the polymer is represented as

one bead with it’s own, chemically motivated interaction parameters.

The coarse-grained models mainly ignore any chemical structure on the

polymer, although some efforts towards more systematic and refined

coarse graining of charged polymers exist [42–44]. The increase of

computational power has only recently permitted all-atom simulations of

PE systems with relevant size and time scale, and most of the all-atom

simulations of PEs have been performed after 2010. Outside of the two

categories, models involving rigid, charged cylinders are used to study

DNA-DNA condensation [45, 46] and behaviour of ions around a rigid

PE [34, 47, 48].

Previous simulations on polyelectrolyte complexation, particularly at

all-atom level, mainly concentrate on the basic characterization of

complex properties and binding configurations between different types

of polyelectrolytes [38, 39]. Beyond these, some attempts to calculate

the binding energies between oppositely charged polyelectrolytes do exist.

Elder et al. [37] have calculated the binding energies between different

types of polylysines and DNA by combining all-atom simulations with a

solvation model where water is represented by dielectric continuum. A

similar study was conducted for RNA/polylysine by Ouyang et al. [49].

Modelling the formation of polyelectrolyte multilayers is particularly

demanding on computational resources due large system sizes and slow

equilibration processes that are involved. Therefore, coarse-grained

models have mainly been utilized for modelling PEMs. A bulk of work

has addressed the adsorption of the few first PEs of the multilayer on

a substrate. However, modelling the build-up of several multilayers

has been hindered by the instabilities of such structures in simulations,

possibly due to the insufficient description of the PEs or solvent by the

coarse-grained models used in PEM modelling [50]. An extensive, coarse

grained study mapping the effect of multiple parameters, such as PE

degree of charge and monomer-monomer interactions on formation of

PEM multilayers has been presented by Patel et al. [36], but there is some

doubt [50] whether the simulations of Patel et al. were at equilibrium.

Only recently an all-atom simulation study of a 4-layer PEM has been
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successfully performed [51].

In general, most of the simulations on polyelectrolytes are conducted

in conditions without added salt. Simulations with added electrolyte

have mainly addressed the effect of additional salt and type of salt on

ion condensation to polyelectrolytes [52, 53] or properties of solutions

containing single type of PE as function of salt concentration [33].

The effects of additional ions to complexation of oppositely charged

PEs have been studied considerably less via computational means

prior to this thesis. Notable exceptions include the seminal work by

Ou and Muthukumar [32] where different contributions to the free

energy of PE complexation where deciphered as function of monovalent

salt concentration and polyelectrolyte charge by Langevin dynamics

simulations of coarse-grained model. The coarse-grained simulations

by Hayashi et al. noted that increased screening via salt leads to

larger fraction of small complexes in solution [35] as opposed to PEs

forming only few large complexes. Hoda and Larsson demonstrated

via all-atom molecular dynamics that a PE complex swells when salt is

added [41]. These results are in line with the study of Qiao et al. [40]

who studied more in detail the effect of monovalent salt on the charge

compensation and hydration of PEs in a solution containing oppositely

charged polyelectrolytes.

Simulations addressing the effect of charge asymmetry on PE inter-

actions are also scarce. Most studies assessing the effect of degree of

charge on PEM formation or PE complexation alter the charge on both on

the complexing PEs so that the oppositely charged polymers carry same

charge per length and the charge ratio of the opposite charge PEs still

remains symmetric (see e.g [32, 36]). Asymmetry in the polymer charges

has been studied by Hoda and Larsson [41] who state that lowering the

polyanion charge leads to looser complexes when the asymmetry is high,

but increasing the degree of charge can also increase the complex size due

to increased repulsion between the polyanion monomers.

At present, the first steps towards understanding PE materials via

simulations have been taken. The progress in the case of PEMs was

summarized in a relatively recent review [50] which called for more

simulational work on PE materials, and specifically highlighted the need

to understand how additional salt and asymmetry in PE charge content

affect PEM formation.
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis

A gap in the existing knowledge on the behaviour of oppositely charged

polymers in the presence of additional microions was identified in the

previous Sections. In this thesis, the interactions of polycations and

polyanions in solutions containing additional electrolyte are examined

via computer simulations. The research questions considered are the

following:

RQ1 What is the molecular mechanism of salt-induced decomplexation of

PE complexes?

RQ2 Through which contributions does additional salt affect the interac-

tions of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes? Does the type of salt

play a role?

RQ3 How does the asymmetry in the charge content of the oppositely

charged PEs affect the complex stability and the interactions of the

PEs in salt?

Throughout this thesis, DNA-polycation complexes are used as a

model system for studying the effect of salt on the interactions between

oppositely charged polyelectrolytes. This is because of the wide interest in

DNA-polycation complexes in gene delivery, and the general importance

of understanding the interactions of DNA with polycationic molecules in

biology.

Publication I tackles research questions RQ1 and RQ2, whereas

Publications II and IV consider RQ2 and RQ3. This thesis also contains

some unpublished results to complement the analysis and discussion on

RQ2 and RQ3. Publication III introduces a methodological advance which

enables more efficient simulations of types of model systems used for

Publication IV and the unpublished results.

This thesis is divided into two parts with respect to the type of

simulation used to study PE complexation. In the first part (Publications

I and II), the complexation between one DNA double strand and

two polycation molecules were modelled by molecular dynamics (MD)

simulations and chemically detailed, all-atom description of the polymers.

In the second part (Publication IV, and the unpublished results), Monte

Carlo (MC) simulations were employed and polyelectrolyte complexation

was studied using a highly simplified, coarse-grained model, where the
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interacting polycation and polyanion are both represented by a charged,

rigid cylinder ("rod").
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2. Theory

2.1 Macroion Interactions

Van der Waals forces, ionic interactions, hydrophobicity and hydrophilic-

ity, hydrogen bonding and steric considerations related to the chemical

structure of the polymers all contribute to the interaction of charged

polymers in a solution of microions. This thesis concentrates mainly on

investigating the electrostatic interactions between polyelectrolytes and

polyelectrolytes and ions upon complexation. In the following Sections,

some basic concepts related to electrostatics of soft matter systems are

introduced.

2.2 Ions Near a Charged Surface: the Poisson-Boltzmann Equation

At a simplified level, a macromolecule can be depicted as a uniformly

charged surface interacting with small ions immersed in continuum

solvent. Within this simple model, the electrostatic potential and ion

distribution near the macromolecule surface can be described by the

Poisson-Boltzmann (PB) equation. The PB equation combines the Poisson

equation, ε∇2φ = −eρ, which relates the electrostatic potential φ to the

charge density ρ, with the assumption that the compromise between

energy and entropy result in Boltzmann distribution of ions, ni =

n0,iexp(−qiφe/kBT ), near the charged macromolecule surface. The valency

of an ion is denoted by q, e is the elementary charge, ε is the dielectric

permittivity of the solvent, T is the absolute temperature, kB is the

Boltzmann constant, and n0,i is the number density of the ith ion species
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at zero electrostatic potential. The PB equation reads

∇2φ = −e

ε

∑
i

qin0,iexp

(−eqiφ

kBT

)
. (2.1)

The Poisson-Boltzmann equation introduced above is a mean field

theory which means that the many-body interactions between the ions

in the system are modelled by a single, averaged effect. The analytical

solution of the PB equation is limited to few special cases, but numerical

techniques, like the finite element method, can be used to obtain a

solution for the potential in complex geometries. When eqiφ
kBT << 1 and

electroneutrality is assumed, analytical solution can be facilitated by

approximating the exponential function by a linear expansion. This

results in

∇2φ = κ2φ, (2.2)

where κ−1 =
(∑

i(qie)
2ni,0/(εkBT )

)−1/2 is called the Debye length. Eq. 2.2

is known as the linearised Poisson-Boltzmann equation.

Length Scales of Charged Systems

The solutions of potentials as function of distance r from Eq. 2.2 generally

contain a factor e−κr. From this, one can see that the potential of the

macroion is screened by increasing distance or increasing κ. Therefore,

the Debye length, introduced above, determines length scale on which the

electrostatic effect of a charged macroion decays in ionic solutions. This

length scale is affected by the solution salt content as κ is proportional

both to the amount and valency of microions in the system: in solutions

containing multivalent salt charged macroions and colloids interact only

weakly.

When a charged surface is immersed into a solution containing ions, the

microions are attracted to the surface forming a layered structure which

balances out the surface charge. The thickness of this electric double layer

is also characterized by the Debye length and is on the order of κ−1.

One of the most basic length scales in charged systems is the Bjerrum

length, lB = e2/4πεkBT , defined by the ratio of thermal energy, kBT , and

the Coulombic interaction energy of two bare elementary charges U(r) =

e2/4πεr. The Bjerrum length therefore measures the distance where the

Coulombic interaction energy of two elementary charges equals thermal

energy and it can be used to estimate the length scales on which two ions

interact with significant strength compared to the randomizing effect of

thermal motion.
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A similar comparison of between the strength of thermal motion and the

Coulombic interaction can be made for the interaction of a single point ion

with a charged macroion. The Coulombic interaction energy of a single ion

with a planar macromolecule carrying surface charge with density σ can

be expressed as U(z) = qe2zσ/(2ε), where z is the distance to the charged

plane. The Gouy-Chapman length is defined as the distance where this

interaction energy equals the thermal energy: lGC = (2πqlBσ)
−1.

As the Bjerrum length depicts the interaction between ions and the

Gouy-Chapman length the interaction between a charged surface and a

ion, the overall electrostatic coupling in the system containing a charged

macroion and microions is conveniently quantified by the ratio of these

two length scales, scaled with the valency of ions

Ξ =
q2lB
lGC

. (2.3)

This electrostatic coupling parameter, Ξ, can be used to identify regions

where the interaction between the charges in the system are so strong

that the mean field treatment is expected to break down (Ξ >> 1). This

is likely to happen in solutions containing highly charged polyelectrolytes

and multivalent ions, see Section 2.5 for further discussion.

2.3 Cylindrical Geometry

At a simplified level, a polyelectrolyte can be seen as a rigid, charged

cylinder with charge per length eτ and radius rc. For example, the

persistence length of DNA is around 50 nm making the "charged rod"

a reasonable first approximation in modelling of DNA strands that are

shorter than this persistence length. Above, some general concepts

related to charged macromolecules in salt solutions have been introduced

and in the following Sections, these ideas are translated to cylindrical

geometry and used to investigate the a) interactions between a charged

polymer and microions and b) between two oppositely charged, rigid

polymers.

A common approach to the electrostatics of a single polyelectrolyte

is the cylindrical cell model where charged cylinder describing the

polyelectrolyte is embedded in a cylindrical volume containing the

counterions of the polymer, see Fig. 2.1. In the most simple case, one may
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Figure 2.1. Schematic description of the cylindrical cell model of polyelectrolyte with
charge per length eτ and radius rc. The entire cell has a radius of R and
length L.

consider potential of a charged cylinder without any ions in the solution

φ = − eτ

2πε
ln

(
r

rc

)
. (2.4)

When counterions are present but the system has no additional salt,

the cylindrical cell geometry is one of the cases where the non-linear PB

equation (Eq. 2.1) can be solved, resulting in potential [47]

φ = −2kBT

e
ln

(
κr

γ
√
2
cos

(
γln

( r

λ

)))
(2.5)

where γ and λ are integration constants, which are determined by

boundary conditions. Using φ′(rc) = −eτ/2πrc and φ′(R) = 0 leads into

tan
(
γ
rc
λ

)
=

1− τe/lB
γ

(2.6)

γtan

(
γln

(
R

λ

))
= 1 (2.7)

whereas utilizing φ(rc) = 0 and φ′(R) = 0 gives
√
2γ

κrc
= cos

(
γln

(rc
λ

))
(2.8)

γtan

(
γln

(
R

λ

))
= 1. (2.9)

Above, one of the integration constants can be eliminated but the other

requires a numerical solution.

A fully analytical expression for the potential of the cylinder in the

presence of ions can be obtained from the linearised Poisson-Boltzmann

equation (Eq. 2.2) [54]

φ = AK0(κr) (2.10)

A =
τ

2πrcεκK1(κrc)
. (2.11)
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In the equation above, K0 and K1 are the zeroth and first order

modified Bessel function of the second kind, and the forefactor A =

τ/[2πrcεκK1(κrc)] is determined by assuming φ′(rc) = −eτ/2πrc. The

choice of boundary conditions of further discussed in Section 2.4.

2.3.1 Manning Condensation

In order to understand polyelectrolyte interactions in salt, it is beneficial

to first take a look on how ions interact with a single polyelectrolyte

in solution. The equations presented above form a basis for this

consideration.

The interactions of PEs with ions can be modelled via counterion

condensation theory, also know as the Manning condensation [55] or

Manning-Oosawa condensation [56]. The idea of counterion condensation

theory is that some ions are so strongly associated with the charged

macroions that they are considered condensed to the polymer, and thus

behave differently from the free ions in solution. The work of Manning

and Oosawa showed that a highly charged cylinder-like polymer exerts

such a powerful attraction on its counterions that a fraction of ions will

always condense onto the polymer if the charge carried per length of the

polymer is above a certain critical limit.

The counterion condensation in the cylindrical geometry can be derived

in several ways [55–57], including routes utilizing Eq. 2.5 [47] to model

the ion-cylinder interactions. However, a simple and informative way of

explaining the behaviour considers the interplay potential energy and

entropy of a single, unscreened cation of charge −qe in the vicinity of

a cylinder with charge per length τe (τ > 0). The potential energy is

obtained from Eq. 2.4 and reads

U =
qeτ

2πε
ln

(
R

rc

)
, (2.12)

where R is the distance of the ion from the cylinder surface and rc is

the radius of the cylinder. The entropic gain of releasing the ion to the

corresponding cylindrical volume with radius R is

TS = 2kBT ln

(
R

rc

)
. (2.13)

The interplay of Coulombic attraction (Eq. 2.12) and the entropy gained

by the release of ions (Eq. 2.13) shows that if τqlB = ξ > 1 some of

ions remain bound to the polyelectrolyte, even at the limit of infinite

dilution (R → ∞). Here ξ is known as the Manning parameter. One
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can show [47] with more mathematically rigorous treatments that the

amount of condensed ions per length (τI ) is such that the effective charge

per length of the polymer becomes e(τ − τI) = e/qlB. However, there is no

single, universally accepted way to distinguish "condensed" counterions

from "free" ones in e.g. simulations, although well-founded criterion [47]

based on solutions of Eq. 2.5 and charge distribution inflection point has

been suggested.

The Manning parameter describes the electrostatic coupling strength

between the ions and the polyelectrolyte. Polyelectrolytes which have a

charge per length such that ξ < 1 are called weak whereas for strong

polyelectrolytes ξ > 1 (polyelectrolytes can also be classified as weak

and strong based on their ability protonate across a range of pHs). It is

interesting to note that, within this simplified treatment, the cylindrical

geometry (see Fig. 2.1) is quite unique with respect to the interplay

of electrostatic potential and entropy of the ions: the ion condensation

depends on the strength of the electrostatic coupling between the ions

and the charged polymer. In contrast, for a spherical, charged macroion

the Coulombic attraction cannot bind counterions in at finite temperature

whereas in the planar case, some ions remain bound irrespective of the

strength of the electrostatic coupling.

The Manning condensation is mathematically derived, limiting be-

haviour which formally happens in the case of infinitely long cylinders.

It does not occur when a more realistic model of the polyelectrolyte is

used. That said, the Manning condensation remains a popular and

convenient tool for understanding the interaction of polyelectrolytes with

microions because of its simplicity and the reasonably good agreement

with experiments.

Ion condensation and salt

Salt enhances the ion condensation to the polymer surface. However, in

the presence of additional salt the solution of the non-linear PB equation

in the cylindrical geometry gets very complicated [57] and challenging

to analyse. Quantifying the ion condensation as function of salt is

further hindered by the lack of universal convention for classifying ions

as "condensed". That said, some of the suggested effects of additional salt

are summarized below.

One of the most lucid analysis of the effect of salt on the counterion

condensation in cylindrical geometry is given by the work of Deserno et
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al. [47]. They find that the amount of condensed ions is only slightly

increased by the addition of salt. Furthermore, the concept of counterion

condensation breaks down when the Debye length of the system is of the

order of the size of the counterion layer. If salt concentration is further

increased, the mean field PB equation fails to describe the situation

due to the onset of correlation effects (see Section 2.5). Deserno et al.

also rise an interesting point that the salt effect is dependent on the

chosen thermodynamical ensemble. As Manning condensation manifests

(within PB solution) at the limit of an infinitely large cell size R (dilute

PE solution), the effect of salt on Manning condensation depends on

whether one chooses to work with a constant number of ions, or a constant

chemical potential as the PE solution becomes more dilute [47].

Both simulations [34, 52] and experiments [58] have detected a rise

in the amount of condensed ions as function of salt concentration.

The enhancement in condensation is perhaps more drastic than can be

expected based on the derivation by Deserno et al. [47]. Simulations by

Liu et al. [34] show a 20 % increase in the amount of condensed ions at

high salt concentration. However, the criteria used for quantifying the

condensation are not consistent between the two studies, and the effect

of salt is mapped in simulations of Liu et al. up to concentration range

where the PB treatment is surely expected to break down.

As stated above, ξc = 1 (τc = 1/qlB) is the critical limit for the charge

density of the polyelectrolyte where the onset of counterion condensation

is detected within salt free treatment of the Manning condensation. The

work of Trizac and Téller shows that salt can affect ξc and obtained for

κrc = 10−3 ξc = 0.881 and κrc = 0.1 ξc = 0.737 (in water) predicting and

earlier onset of the counterion condensation as salt is added.

2.4 Interactions of Oppositely Charged Cylinders

2.4.1 Force on a Charged Object in Salt Solution by Utilizing
the Stress Tensor

The attention will now be turned towards interactions of two oppositely

charged, cylindrical objects. The interaction of charged macromolecules

can be investigated by calculating the force acting between them. Once

one has obtained a solution for the electrostatic potential in the system,

the force can be calculated by integrating the stress tensor T, over a
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Figure 2.2. Two charged rods with length L, radius rc, and linear charge densities τ1

and τ2. The rods are separated by distance D and accompanied by ions with
radius rI .

surface that includes the charged object but excludes the other bodies

acting on it. The stress tensor depicts the electric and osmotic stresses

in the system. In symmetric 1:1 electrolyte, the ij component of the stress

tensor T is defined as [59–61]

Tij = 2n0kBT (cosh(
eφ

kBT
)− 1) +

1

2
εδijE

2 − εEiEj , (2.14)

where indices i and i refer to coordinate directions. The first term of Tij

represents the osmotic pressure due to excess electrolyte (compared to

bulk solution). The last two terms belong to the Maxwell stress tensor,

which describes the electrostatic stress. The Kronecker delta is denoted

by δij and E = −∇φ is the electric field.

2.4.2 Coulombic Interactions Between Oppositely Charged
Cylinders

Equation 2.14 is a general approach to calculating the force and applicable

any geometry but in complex geometries numerical tools are required

for calculating the potential needed for Eq. 2.14 and the integration

of the stress tensor. Here an analytical solutions for the Coulombic

interactions between oppositely charged cylinder are obtained by using

Eqs. 2.4 and 2.11 and the simplifying assumption that the second cylinder

−eτ2 (τ2 > 0) is placed on a electric field (E = −∂φ/∂r) originating from

the first charged cylinder eτ1 (τ1 > 0). The two rods and the relevant

variables are depicted in Fig. 2.2. The osmotic and depletion interactions

are addressed separately in the next Section.

In the most simple case, one can consider the interaction of two cylinders

when no ions are present. The corresponding force per length can be

calculated from Eq. 2.4
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βF

L
= −2τ1τ2lB

D
, (2.15)

where D is the distance between the cylinder centers and β = 1/kBT . For

moderate concentrations of salt one may obtain the force from Eq. 2.11

βF

L
= −τ1τ2lB

rc

K1(κD)

K1(κrc)
. (2.16)

Some very drastic assumptions are involved in deriving the equations

above. By calculating the force via the electric field it is assumed that

the second cylinder has very little effect on the ionic atmosphere of the

first cylinder and hence on the electric field produced by the cylinder.

All angular dependencies in the ion density due to the other charged rod

are consequently ignored. They are taken into account only at a very

simplified level in other the contributions to the interaction between the

cylinders (see Section 2.4.3). Both Eq. 2.16 and Eq. 2.15 also contain a

simple assumption of constant charge per length on the cylinder surface,

whereas in realistic solutions this quantity could depend on the local

environment of the polymer and on the inter-polymer distance. In fact,

a bulk of work has been devoted to approximations of the forefactor of

Eq. 2.16, see e.g. Ref. 62 and references therein.

Due to these considerations and the underlying linear approximation of

the PB equation (Eq. 2.2), Eq. 2.16 is expected to be a valid only when

the inter-cylinder distance exceeds the Debye length. For two identical

parallel cylinders, similar approximations have indeed been shown to give

accurate interaction energies [62] at rod-rod separations exceeding κ−1.

The equations above can be refined by bringing in the concept of charge

re-normalization. A highly charged macroion, accompanied by strongly

associated counterions, can be then considered to act as though carrying

a significantly reduced (re-normalized) effective charge. This effective

charge consists of the bare, structural charge of the macroion and the

layer of ions bound to the surface. This is mathematically equivalent to

moving the boundary condition of the PB equation from the macroion

surface to the boundary of the layer of condensed ions. Behaviour

justifying this kind of treatment can be seen in the Manning condensation

of counterions, presented in Section 2.3.1. One could, e.g., assume

a charge re-normalization on a cylindrical polyelectrolyte by Manning

condensation and replace τ with τeff = τ − τI = 1/lB.
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Entropy of Ion Release

There is a key difference in the behaviour of the ionic atmospheres

when two oppositely charged macroions and two like-charge macroions

approach. When two macromolecules of like charge come close to

each other, they can share their counterions and the microions are

concentrated in the area between the macroions. In contrast, when the

macroions carry charges of opposite sign, the area between the macroions

is deprived of ions. At close separation, the macroions compensate each

others charge and the counterions of both oppositely charged macroions

are released for entropic gain. One can estimate the ion release

entropy based on, e.g., the lattice-gas model of ions [37], the difference

between enthalpy and free energy of complexation [32], or observed

association constants between the molecules [63]. Note, however, that

some expressions for the interaction of macroions implicitly assume some

entropy related to the configuration of microions surrounding them [64].

This is the case for the Poisson-Boltzmann equation.

This entropic gain has been shown to be behind the attraction

of oppositely charged surfaces [65] and spheres [66], instead of the

Coulombic attraction. From early on, the entropy of ion release has also

been seen [67] as the contribution driving the complexation of oppositely

charged polymers. Since then, the idea has been somewhat debated,

perhaps due to possible differences [32] between weakly and strongly

charged polyelectrolytes in the factor driving the complexation. The gain

of counterion release entropy is proportional to the amount of counterions

and hence to the polymer charge. An asymmetry in charge content of the

complexing polyelectrolytes can also have an effect on the release entropy

as one might expect some of the counterions of the more strongly charged

polyelectrolytes to remain in the complex.

2.4.3 Depletion Interaction and Osmotic Pressure

In the previous Sections, the electrostatic interactions between ions and

cylindrical, charged macromolecules have been considered. In addition

to the Coulombic interactions, the ionic atmospheres can affect the

interactions of the charged cylinders through depletion and osmotic

forces.

A depletion force is traditionally know as an effective attractive force

that arises between large particles that are suspended in a solution of

smaller solutes. When two large particles (macromolecules) are close
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enough so that the smaller solutes cannot fit in between them, the system

attempts to maximize its entropy by maximizing the volume available for

the smaller solutes by pushing the macromolecules together. The concept

of depletion can be applied also to the ionic atmospheres of macroions.

When two charged macroions approach each other, ions are excluded

from the space between the macroions when the surface separation is of

the order of ion diameter, and a depletion zone forms. The imbalanced

pressure from the counterions acting on the macroionic surfaces can lead

to an effective attraction between the macroions [68].

In the case of two, parallelly aligned cylindrical macroions, a depletion

zone appears where the contact density is zero in an excluded region of

cross sectional area 2δL, where δ =
√

(rc + rI)2 −D2/4, 2rc < D < 2(rc +

rI), and rI is the radius of ion. The attractive depletion force associated

with this excluded volume may be approximated by βFdep/L = 2ρIδ, where

the ion density is ρI = τI/ [2π(rc + rI)lGC ], and the Gouy-Chapman length

is used to approximate the thickness of the ion layer. The resulting force

is
βFdep

L
= − 2τIδ

2π(rc + rI)lGC
. (2.17)

The osmotic force is an interaction arising from the imbalance of

chemical potentials, or the concentration of solutions. By the rule

of maximising entropy, these concentration differences seek to even

out which causes the osmotic pressure. When two charged macroions

approach, the cost of pushing the macroions through the area where

ions are concentrated can be viewed as a type of osmotic force where the

volume available for the ions in between the macroions is reduced: the

compression requires work against the increasing osmotic pressure.

A simple expression for the osmotic pressure can be derived by treating

the case of a neutral rod approaching a parallelly aligned charged rod

which is surrounded by ions. An exponential decay of ion density as a

function of the distance from the charged rod surface is assumed and

the ion density at contact with the neutral rod can then be estimated as

ρIe
− z(x)

lGC , where z(x) is the distance between the rod surfaces, at a height x

above the line connecting the rod centers. One may integrate the osmotic

force from

βFosm

L
=

τI
2π(rc + rI)lGC

∫ rc+rI

δ
e
−D−4

√
(rc+rI )

2−x2

lGC dx. (2.18)

Note that the lower limit of the integration also takes into account the

depletion zone between the macroions.
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2.5 Beyond Mean Field Theories

In the previous Sections, the discussion of ion-polyelectrolyte interactions

has largely been based on the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. As a mean

field approach, the PB equation ignores (i) the finite size of the ions (the

excluded volume effects) and (ii) the correlations among the ions, such

as the Coulombic attraction or repulsion among microions, or correlated

fluctuations of the counterion clouds around macroions [69]. The mean

field approximation breaks down when the macroion has a high surface

charge, the ions are multivalent, or the salt concentration in the system

is high. A manifestation of this breakdown in polyelectrolyte systems can

be seen in the like charge attraction between two DNA strands [45] and

charge inversion around DNA [70]. These cannot be predicted by most

mean field approaches.

A number of theoretical approaches have been developed to better take

into account the non-mean field effects in electrostatics of soft matter.

These range from simple correction for closest approach of microion

to macroion surface, and densest packing of finite size ions [71], to

elaborate, density-functional [72], integral equation theories [47], and

strong coupling [73].

Strong Coulomb coupling describes the case of high surface charge,

and/or high valency of counterions. Strong coupling can be quantified

using the Coulomb coupling parameter Ξ introduced in Section 2.2.

When Ξ < 1, mean field approach is expected to be valid, whereas for

Ξ >> 1 the strong interaction between the charged macromolecule and

the counterions leads to lattice-like organization of counterions near the

macromolecule surface and the mean field assumptions are no longer

applicable. For DNA and trivalent counterions, Ξ ≈ 100, and strong

coupling is thus relevant for the systems studied in this thesis.

The addition of (monovalent) bulk salt has been predicted to lead to the

destruction of the strong coupling between the surface and the ions [74]

via screening. On the other hand, additional salt increases the effect of

excluded volume and other interactions among the bulk ions [48] and

consequently reduces the validity of mean field approximation through

these contributions.
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2.5.1 Overcharging

As mentioned above, overcharging is a phenomenon that most mean

field approaches are unable to predict. In overcharging, the structural

charge of macroion is overcompensated as the charge of the condensed

ions exceeds that of the macroion leading to an effective macroion charge

of opposite sign.

Overcharging in cylindrical geometry has been examined, e.g., by

integral equation theories [48] which are based on correlation functions

describing the particle-particle interactions in the system and the

Orstein-Zernike equation. These approaches require an additional

equation, known as a closure relation which approximates details of

the system under study (most notably, the shape of the interaction

potential between the components). Another view on overcharging is

provided by the one component plasma (strong coupling) approaches,

where the extent of electrostatic coupling between the surface charge

of the macromolecule is emphasized, and multivalent ions are assumed

to form a layer of strongly correlated liquid on the charged macroion

surface. Beyond the strongly correlated layer, the system is described in

Poisson-Boltzmann-like fashion [73] and edge of the strongly correlated

layer forms a new boundary condition to the PB equation in the spirit of

charge re-normalization.

In particular, Shklovskii [73] has derived following predictions for

overcharging of a charged cylinder (with −eτ ) by assuming a layer of

strongly correlated ions at the cylinder surface. The effective charge per

length (bare cylinder charge+ions) can be expressed as

eτeff = −eτc
ln [n(0)/n(∞)]

ln(4/[πn(∞)(q2lB)3])
. (2.19)

In this n(∞) is a (small) bulk number density of multivalent ions, n(0) =
n2D
w exp

(
− μwc

kBT

)
is the density of multivalent counterions in the outer edge

of the correlated ion layer, μwc is the chemical potential of the strongly

correlated liquid formed by the ions, w is approximated to be on the order

of size of the water molecule (w = 0.3 nm), and n2D is the 2D density

of ions at the macromolecule surface. The forefactor τc = 1/qlB equals

the effective charge density resulting from Manning condensation. As

the overcharging increases, the charge density on the cylinder reaches a

critical value where co-ion condensation is induced. This leads to maximal
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overcharging, which is occurs at critical salt concentration nsat of

nsat ∼ (qlB)
−3[n(0)(qlB)

3]1/(q+1). (2.20)

In general, the different theoretical approaches vary on their prediction

on the extend of overcharging as function of increasing concentration of

salt. Some theories predict monotonous increase in overcharging, whereas

others, like the strong coupling approach by Shklovskii, predict an

existence of maximum overcharging and onset of co-ion condensation [75,

76]. Furthermore, other mechanisms of overcharging have been shown to

exist besides the strong coupling (high surface density, high ion valency)

between the ions and the surface charge. Overcharging can also be

induced even in the case of low coupling by the increase of excluded

volume in the bulk by addition of salt (related to the salt concentration

and ion size as ∼ nr3ion), or by the complicated interplay of counter- and

co-ion excluded volumes near the charged macromolecule surface [77, 78].

2.5.2 Ion Size

As seen above, increasing the ion size can promote ion condensation to

the macroion or even lead to overcharging by increasing the bulk excluded

volume and consequently decreasing entropy of solution [78]. In contrast,

small ion size enhances ion pairing in solution, which is expected to lead

to smaller amount of ions residing near macromolecule surface.

Interestingly, the simple ions size corrections to mean field PB equation

predict decreasing amount of condensed ions next to the macroion

surface as function on of increasing ion size: the limiting concentration

can be approximated by the densest available packing of ions near

the surface [71]. The gain of Coulombic energy upon ion binding

is also decreased as the distance of closest approach of ion to the

surface increases as function of ions size, which can lead to decreased

condensation of ions.

The simple formulas for depletion and osmotic interactions, derived in

Section 2.4.3, also show a dependency on the ion size. Due to the interplay

of all these contributions, the ion size can therefore have a complicated

effect on the electrostatics of the system.
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2.6 Phase Behaviour of Polyelectrolytes in Salt

Above, some aspects of polyelectrolyte interactions have been introduced

by considering them as cylindrical, charged macromolecules. Many other

ways of theoretically approaching polyelectrolyte complexation exist. A

complementary view on solutions of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes

and salt is provided by theories which aim at reproducing the macroscopic

phase behaviour rather than the detailed interplay of interactions

between isolated chains and the ions. Voorn and Overbeek did the

pioneering work in describing PE complexes by combining electrostatic

(Debye-Huckel) free energy of the complex with Flory-Huggins mixing

entropy [79]. In the Voorn-Overbeek theory the charges of monomers and

microions are assumed equal. Biesheuvel and Cohen Stuart extended

the work of Voorn and Overbeek by differentiating between the ionic

and polymeric charges and their characteristics and achieved theoretical

stability diagrams in qualitative agreement with experiments in relation

to mixing ratio and salt concentration [80]. Another approach has been

presented by Castelnovo and Joanny, who employ a statistical mechanics

approach to describe the complexation [81] and detect phase boundaries

based on structure factors of the solution.
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3. Computational Methods

3.1 Choosing the Level of Description

Physical systems can be described at different level of detail, e.g.,

at different length scale, different time scale, different resolution, or

retaining different degrees of freedom. Using a simplified model for the

system of interest can help overcome limitations related to the available

computational power and enable simulations of longer length and time

scales. By coarse-graining (i.e. reducing the degrees of freedom being

considered) one can channel computational power to investigate and tease

out the relevant physics of the problem being studied. A cleverly chosen,

simple, but general model system might also provide understanding for a

wide range of applications. However, the appropriate level of description

and simulation methodology should be chosen based on the particular

research question one aims to answer, and care must be taken so that

the relevant degrees of freedom are not excluded from the model.

In this thesis, two types of simulations were utilized: 1) all-atom

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, where every atom in the system is

explicitly modelled in the simulations, and 2) Monte Carlo simulations of

a simplified model, where the polymers are described as two approaching

oppositely charged, rigid rods. MD simulations are used to answer

questions of chemical nature, like the molecular mechanism of salt-

induced PE decomplexation, whereas Monte Carlo simulations of the

coarse-grained model provide wider, qualitative understanding on how,

e.g., the free energy landscapes of PE complexation are affected by the

charge asymmetry between the polyelectrolytes, salt concentration and

salt valency.

All simulations done in this work are classical meaning that the
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particles are modelled by classical mechanics and the quantum effects are

ignored. This is a suitable approach for modelling wide range of materials,

such as macromolecule complexes, where quantum effects, like charge

transfer, are not expected to be of importance. In the MD simulations of

this work, the electron structure of the polyelectrolytes is thus described

by fixed, partial charges on each atom. In the MC simulations, the PE

charge is described as static, uniform charge per length in the rigid rods.

3.2 Electrostatics in Computer Simulations: Ewald Summation

In computer simulations, the simulated system is contained in a cell

called the "simulation box" and periodic boundary conditions on the

simulated volume are often used to alleviate the effect of the finite size

of the simulated system. Unfortunately, the Coulombic interactions are

long-ranged and direct evaluation of Coulombic energies does not produce

a converging sum when periodic boundary conditions are used. Direct

interaction cut-off schemes produce artefacts and are equally ill-advised.

The Ewald summation method [82] circumvents the problem by adding

and subtracting a Gaussian charge distribution around each point charge,

and dividing the summation into two parts, one rapidly convergent in

real space and the other in Fourier (reciprocal) space. Although other

methods for modelling the electrostatics do exist, techniques based on

Ewald summation are by far the most popular approach used in molecular

simulations.

The calculation of the electrostatic interactions is often by far the most

costly part of the simulation and many variants of the basic Ewald

algorithm exist, both to optimize computational performance and to

account for different geometries. By careful optimization between the

real space and Fourier space contributions, one can achieve O(N3/2) [83]

scaling with the garden variety Ewald formulation. The so called particle

mesh approaches (PME, SPME, P3M) utilize gridding in the reciprocal

space sum of the charge distribution along with the fast Fourier transform

to reduce the cost of Ewald summation to O(N log(N)) [84]. Below, the

mathematical expressions for Ewald summation are derived, along with

the modifications to the basic algorithm developed and used in the course

of this doctoral work.
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3.2.1 Basics Concepts

By utilizing the point charge Coulomb potential, βg(r) = e2/(4πεkBTr) =

lB/r , one can present the electrostatic potential φ(r) and potential energy

U connected to charge distribution ρ as

βφ(r) =

∫
V ′

βρ(r)g(r − r
′
)dr

′
(3.1)

βUr =
1

2

∫
V

′

∫
V
βρ(r)ρ(r

′
)g(r − r

′
)drdr

′
=

1

2
〈ρ|βg|ρ〉 (3.2)

Above, V = LxLyLz is the volume of the system and a bracket notation

< ρ|βg|ρ > is introduced here as a convenient notation for the double

integral. The system is periodic, and ρ(r + n · L) = ρ(r) with n = nxx̂ +

nyŷ+nz ẑ and the tensor L = Lxx̂x̂+Lyŷŷ+Lz ẑẑ. The mutually orthogonal

unit vectors are denoted as x̂, ŷ, ẑ.

By utilizing Fourier transformation of the single point particle potential,

g̃(k) = 4π/k2, the potential energy can be also easily presented as a

summation in the reciprocal space

βU =
1

2V

∑
k

ρ̃(−k)βφ̃(k) (3.3)

=
1

2V

∑
k

ρ̃(−k)βρ̃(k)g̃(k) =
2πlB
V

∑
k

1

k2
ρ̃(−k)ρ̃(k),

where k = 2π
[
n′
xx̂
Lx

+
n′
y ŷ

Ly
+ n′

z ẑ
Lz

]
and n′

x, n′
y, and n′

z are integers.

3.2.2 Ewald Summation for a Collection of Point Charges

Let us assume that the charge distribution consists of Np point charges,

each with position ri and charge qie. The charge distribution ρp can be

presented as

ρp =

Np∑
i=1

qiδ(r − ri)− 1

V

Np∑
i=1

qi, (3.4)

where δ(r) is the Dirac delta function and an uniform background charge

is subtracted to ensure electroneutrality. Direct calculation of the energy

of a system corresponding to this charge distribution, by either Eq. 3.2

or Eq. 3.3, is impractical because of the 1/r form of the potential. The

problem can be circumvented by utilizing Ewald summation [82], which

involves dividing the charge distribution into two components ρp = ρp1 +

ρp2:

ρp1 =
α3

π3/2

Np∑
i=1

qie
−α2|r−ri|2 − 1

V

Np∑
i=1

qi (3.5)
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ρp2 =

Np∑
i=1

qi

[
δ(r − ri)− α3

π3/2
e−α2|r−ri|2

]
, (3.6)

where Gaussian charge distributions are both added and subtracted

from the charge distribution of Eq. 3.4 to yield Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6. The

Gaussian contributions are essential for the efficient calculation of the

electrostatics. These diffuse charge clouds, with their width controlled

by the parameter α, are centered around the point charges and screen

these charges so that the potential of ρp2 decays rapidly and can be

evaluated as a sum in real space. Furthermore, the Fourier transforms

of the compensating Gaussians, embedded in ρp1, also decay fast and

yield a rapidly converging series in the Fourier space, thus facilitating

the convergence of the total electrostatic energy βU = 1
2 < ρp|βv|ρp >=

1
2 < ρp|βv|ρp1 > +1

2 < ρp|βv|ρp2 >.

The Fourier (reciprocal) space contribution to the total energy reads

βUk,p−p =
1

2
< ρp|βv|ρp1 > (3.7)

=
2πlB
V

∑
k �=0

e−k2/4α2

k2

Np∑
i=1

Np∑
j=1

qiqje
ik·(ri−rj)

=
2πlB
V

∑
k �=0

e−k2/4α2

k2

⎡
⎣
⎛
⎝ Np∑

i=0

qicos(k · ri)
⎞
⎠

2

+

⎛
⎝ Np∑

i=0

qisin(k · ri)
⎞
⎠

2⎤
⎦ .

The remaining energetic terms can be determined via summations in real

space:

βUr,p−p =
1

2
< ρp|βv|ρp2 > (3.8)

=
1

2

∑
n

Np∑
i=1

Np∑
j=1

′qiqjβφp2(|ri − rj − n · L|) + 1

2
βUp−p,bg,

where the prime indicates exclusion of the i = j term when n = 0 and

βUp−p,bg = − πlB
α2V

[∑Np

i=1 qi

]2
accounts for the interaction with the uniform,

neutralizing background charge (see Eq. 3.5). The potential βφp2(r) due

to charge distribution ρp2(r) reads

βφp2(r) =
lB
r
erfc(αr). (3.9)

where erfc(αr) is the complementary error function.

The self interaction of the point charge with the Gaussian charge

distribution surrounding it,

βUself =
1

2
lim
r→0

Np∑
i=1

q2i
lB
r
erf(αr) =

αl√
π

Np∑
i=1

q2i , (3.10)
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is included in the potential energy of Eq. 3.7 because the summation

includes the terms i = j. This self interaction energy has to be subtracted

and the total energy therefore reads

βUp−p = βUr,p−p + βUk,p−p − βUself . (3.11)

3.2.3 Ewald Summation for a Mixture of Point Charges and
Continuous Line Charges

Ewald summation, as presented above, is usually applied for a system

consisting of point charges. For the purpose of this thesis, Ewald

summation was reformulated so that it can be applied to a system

containing both Np point charges and Nc continuous line charges. The

total charge density of the system is now ρ = ρp + ρc, where ρp is given by

Eq. 3.4 and

ρc(r) =

Nc∑
j=1

τj

[∫ Lz

0
δ(r − sj(s))ds− Lz

V

]
(3.12)

is a set of line charge densities, aligned in the z-direction and described by

the vectors s(s)j = xj x̂+yj ŷ+sk̂ where xj and yj are constant. The charge

density per length of line charge j is denoted as τj . As in the case of point

charges above, the charge density ρc can be divided into two contributions,

ρc = ρc1 + ρc2, by adding and subtracting a Gaussian charge distribution

ρc1(r) =

Nc∑
j=1

τj

[
α3

π3/2

∫ Lz

0
e−α2|r−sj(s)|2ds− Lz

V

]
(3.13)

ρc2(r) =

Nc∑
j=1

τj

∫ Lz

0

(
δ(r − sj(s))− α3e−α2|r−sj(s)|2

π3/2

)
ds. (3.14)

The total energy of a system consisting of both line and point charges

may be then expressed as

βU =
1

2
< ρp + ρc|βv|ρp + ρc > (3.15)

=
1

2
< ρp|βv|ρp > +

1

2
< ρp|βv|ρc > +

1

2
< ρc|βv|ρp > +

1

2
< ρc|βv|ρc >

= βUp−p +
1

2
< ρp|βv|ρc1 > +

1

2
< ρc|βv|ρp1 > +

1

2
< ρp|βv|ρc2 >

+
1

2
< ρc|βv|ρp2 > +

1

2
< ρc|βv|ρc1 > +

1

2
< ρc|βv|ρc2 > .

The contributions to the point charge - line charge energy due to

the Gaussian charge distributions given by Eqs. 3.5 and 3.13 may be
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calculated via a summation in Fourier space

βUk,p−c =
1

2
〈ρp |βv| ρc1〉+ 1

2
〈ρc |βv| ρp1〉 (3.16)

=
4πlBLz

V

∑
kz=0,k �=0

e−k2/4α2

k2

Np∑
i=1

Nc∑
j=1

qiτjcos(k · (ri − sj)).

Similarly, the contribution to the line charge - line charge energy due to

the Gaussian charge distribution in Eq. 3.13 can be obtained by

βUk,c−c =
1

2
〈ρc |βv| ρc1〉 = 2πlBL

2
z

V

∑
kz=0,k �=0

e−k2/4α2

k2
× (3.17)

⎡
⎣
⎛
⎝ Nc∑

j=1

τjcos(k · sj)
⎞
⎠

2

+

⎛
⎝ Nc∑

j=1

τjsin(k · sj)
⎞
⎠

2⎤
⎦ .

The remaining energy terms are calculated in real space

βUr,p−c =
1

2
< ρp|βv|ρc2 > +

1

2
< ρc|βv|ρp2 > (3.18)

= lB
∑
n

Np∑
i=1

Nc∑
j=1

qiτjE1(α
2|ri − sj − n · L|2) + 1

2
βUp−c,bg

βUr,c−c =
1

2
< ρc|βv|ρc2 > (3.19)

=
LzlB
2

∑
n

Nc∑
i=1

Nc∑
j=1

′τiτjE1(α
2|si − sj − n · L|2) + 1

2
βUc−c,bg,

where the prime indicates omission of the i = j contribution in the

summation of Eq. 3.19. The terms βUp−c,bg = −2πlBLz

α2V

[∑Np

i=1 qi

] [∑Nc
j=1 τj

]
and βUc−c,bg = −πlBL2

z
α2V

[∑Nc
j=1 τj

]2
originate from the interactions with the

uniform background charge. E1 is the exponential integral

E1(x) =

∫ ∞

x

e−w

w
dw. (3.20)

The total electrostatic energy of the system now reads

βU = βUp−p + βUk,p−c + βUr,p−c + βUk,c−c + βUr,c−c, (3.21)

where the energy terms are given by Eqs. 3.11, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, and

3.19. In the case of charge neutral systems, the net charge corrections

embedded in Eq. 3.21 cancel. More general derivation of Ewald

summation for a system containing both line charges and point charges is

presented in Publication III.

The calculation of the energy according to 3.21 is performed in two parts:

the real space and the Fourier space. Within a simulation one has to
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choose how to divide the computational load between the two. This is done

by three parameters. The strength of Gaussian screening is controlled

by α, the real space cutoff rcut determines the charge-charge interactions

calculated via real space summation, and kcut defines the range of the

reciprocal space sum. These parameters are interrelated, and should be

chosen to as a compromise between computational efficiency and desired

accuracy. Guidelines for doing this can be found for example in Ref. 85.

3.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulations

In molecular dynamics simulations, the trajectories of N interacting

particles (describing atoms and molecules) are modelled by numerically

integrating their Newtonian equations of motion. This integration is done

by introducing a discretized time step Δt, which has to be chosen short

enough to capture the shortest time scale of motion within chosen level of

description. At each time step, the position and velocity of the particles

are simultaneously updated according to the force interacting of each of

the particles. In the MD simulations of this work, the leap-frog algorithm

for the integration of equations of motion was used

vn(t+
1

2
Δt) = vn(t− 1

2
Δt) +

Δt

m
Fn(t)

rn(t+Δt) = rn(t) + Δtvn(t+
1

2
Δt) (3.22)

vn(t) = vn(t+
1

2
Δt) + vn(t− 1

2
Δt),

where the position of particle n with mass m at time t + Δt (rn(t + Δt))

is obtained by from force Fn(t) and velocities at half time steps vn(t +

1
2Δt) and vn(t − 1

2Δt). The initial velocities can be assigned based on the

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at given temperature T .

The forces are obtained from the gradient of empirical potential defined

by the force field of choice. The core of any force field is the potential

energy function used to connect the configuration and structure to the

energy of the system being simulated. The combination of the potential

function and the parameters chosen for that function define the force field.

A typical potential energy function representation of a biomolecular force
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Figure 3.1. Schematic drawing of interactions between two molecules showing the
Lennard–Jones and electrostatic nonbonded interactions along with the bond
length, bond angle, and dihedral angle interactions in a biomolecular force
field.

field is

U = Ubonded + ULJ + UCoulomb (3.23)

Ubonded =
∑
bonds

Kb(rij − r0)
2 +

∑
angles

Kθ(θ − θ0)
2

+
∑

dihedrals

∑
n

Vn

2
(1− cos(nω − γ))

ULJ =
∑
i �=j

4εij

[(
σij
rij

)12

−
(
σij
rij

)6
]

UCoulomb =
∑
i �=j

qiqje
2

4πε0rij
.

where Ubonded describes interactions among atoms connected by bonds in

a molecule. The distance between two atoms, rij , defines the bond length,

with force constant Kb and equilibrium bond length r0. The bond angle

is denoted as θ, with force constant Kθ, and equilibrium angle θ0. The

dihedral (torsional) angle between 4 connected atoms is defined with ω,

with force constant Vn and equilibrium angles γ. The so called non-

bonded interactions among atoms include the Lennard-Jones potential

ULJ and the Coulomb potential UCoulomb. The Lennard-Jones potential

describes the van der Waals interaction between the particles and εij and

σij are the parameters used for modelling the energy and distance scale

of this interaction. The last part of the formula, the Coulomb potential,

describes the interaction of between particles carrying charges qie and qje.

A schematic description of the interactions is given in Fig. 3.1.
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3.3.1 Temperature and Pressure Coupling in Molecular
Dynamics

The algorithms used to integrate the equations of motion aim to conserve

the total energy of the system and the trajectories will therefore

correspond to the microcanonical ensemble of constant volume V , particle

number N , and system energy E. However, experimental observations

are often made at constant temperature or constant pressure. More

preferable ensembles for simulations therefore are, for example, the

isothermal (NV T ) and isobaric (NPT ) ensembles as these facilitate

comparison between simulations and experiments. Constant temperature

or pressure are achieved in simulations by utilizing a thermostat or a

barostat algorithm.

A thermostat controls the temperature by coupling of the system

to a heat bath. This work utilizes the stochastic velocity rescaling

thermostat [86] where the coupling is achieved by rescaling the velocities

of the particles so that the systems temperature decays to the target

temperature

dK = (K −K0)
dt

t0
+ 2

√
KK0

Nf

dW

t0
. (3.24)

Above, K is the current kinetic energy of the system, K0 is the target

kinetic energy, Nf is the number of degrees of freedom, and t0 is a time

constant. The kinetic energy is related to the particle velocities vi and

system temperature by Nf

2 kBT =< K > and K =
∑

i
miv

2
i

2 , where mi is

the mass of a particle. The latter term of Eq. 3.24 is stochastic and added

to ensure the proper kinetic energy fluctuations so that the thermostat

generates the correct ensemble. The stochastic therm is based on a

Wiener process dW [87].

The idea behind pressure coupling is similar to that of temperature

coupling, but the changes are applied to the pressure tensor P instead of

the velocities. When the system is under pressure control, the volume of

the simulation box is allowed to fluctuate and the box vectors are scaled

according to the desired target pressure. In the MD simulations of this

work, the Parrinello-Rahman barostat [88] is used. More information on

different pressure and temperature coupling schemes can be obtained, for

example, in Refs. [85, 89, 90].
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3.3.2 Simulation Details for This Work

All-atom molecular dynamics simulations were used in this thesis to

model the complexation and decomplexation of DNA with two polycat-

ion molecules. The polycations studied were poly-l-lysine (PLL) and

polyethyleneimine (PEI) in different protonation states (25% or 50%

protonated PEI). The simulations utilized a cubic simulation box of

10×10×10 nm3 with periodic boundary conditions. The DNA strand was

placed in the simulation box of together with the two polycation molecules

and solvated with water. In the absence of salt, polycations spontaneously

complex with DNA. These complexes were then simulated over a period

sufficient to structurally stabilize them (tens of nanoseconds) after which

they were exposed to different NaCl and CaCl2 concentrations to induce

decomplexation. The simulations containing salt were then run for

200 ns. These MD simulations, presented in Publications I and II,

required a considerable amount of computational capacity and are 10-20

times longer than most existing all-atom simulations of polyelectrolyte

complexes (see e.g. Refs. [37, 38, 91]). The simulated complexes are

depicted in Fig. 4.3.

Several ready made softwares (AMBER, LAMMPS, GROMACS) and

force fields (AMBER, GROMOS, OPLS, CHARMM) for performing MD

simulations exist. For all MD simulations of this work the GROMACS [92]

simulation package was used. The force field of choice was Amber99ff [93]

and its specific bsc0 variant [94] for DNA. The choice of Amber99bsc0 force

field ensures the stability of the DNA double helix for the whole duration

of the simulations, whereas the DNA models of some other force fields are

know to be unstable [95]. Water in the simulations was modelled by the

TIP4P-Ew water model [96].

As this thesis concentrates on modelling of PEs in salt solutions, special

attention was paid to the choice of description of microions within the

MD simulations. The standard Amber99ff [97] ions are know to have

some issues, specifically the premature crystallization observed in high

salt concentrations [98, 99]. Therefore the ion model of Joung and

Cheatham [100] was used instead for monovalent ions. As Ca2+ is not

available in the Joung-Cheatham ion model, standard Amber ion model

was utilized for Ca2+. Accordingly, salt crystallization was not observed

in the simulations.

That said, the Joung-Cheatham ions have been reported to bind strongly
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to phosphate which could lead to an over-neutralization of the DNA

in this work with respect to other ion models [101]. Indeed, different

ion parametrizations have been observed to differ in their binding to

DNA [101, 102], and reliable modelling of interactions with multivalent

ions is particularly challenging as most classical force fields are not able to

properly capture, e.g., the polarizability effects involved with interactions

with multivalent ions [103, 104].

In the MD simulations, electrostatics were treated with the full particle

mesh Ewald (PME) method [105] and the temperature was controlled by

the stochastic rescaling thermostat of Bussi et al. [86] with reference

temperature at 300 K and time constant of 0.1 ps. Pressure was

maintained at 1 bar using Parinello-Rahman barostat [88] with time

constant of 2 ps.

3.4 Monte Carlo Simulations

Monte Carlo is a common name for a broad class of methods which rely

on random sampling to obtain numerical results. Monte Carlo molecular

modelling is the application of Monte Carlo methods to molecular

problems. Usually, the same problems could be tackled with molecular

dynamics simulations and the difference between the two methods is

that MC relies on reproducing the equilibrium statistical mechanics

rather than the dynamics of the system. Formally, this means that

a MC simulation is used to calculate average quantities by sampling

the possible configurations of the system according to its statistical

mechanics partition function, which describes how the configurations are

distributed across the possible energies. The sample averages calculated

over the configurations can be then related to experimentally observed,

macroscopic properties of the system.

For a system of N particles with positions rN and momenta pN , the

partition function Q can be presented as

Q ∼
∫

e−(U(rN )+K(pN ))drNdpN . (3.25)

where U(rN ) is the potential energy and K(pN ) the kinetic energy of the

system. The average value for observable A(rN ) can be calculated with

the help of the partition function

< A(rN ) >=

∫
A(rN )e−βU(rN )drN∫

e−βU(rN )drN
=

∫
A(rN )P (rN )drN , (3.26)
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where P (rN ) gives the probability density of finding the system in

configuration rN .

An analytical solution of < A(rN ) > is rarely possible. Instead, a Monte

Carlo scheme solves the integral by randomly sampling the configurations

of the system and calculating the average based on those samples.

Sampling all the states of the system efficiently is often impossible due

to the large dimensionality of the problem. Fortunately, integrals like the

one in Eq. 3.26 typically have significant contributions only from very

small fractions of the configurations, and it makes sense to draw the

samples so that they are concentrated on areas where the P (rN ) factor

of Eq. 3.26 is large. This can be accomplished by a variant of Monte Carlo

called the Metropolis Monte Carlo method.

In Metropolis Monte Carlo the aim is to generate configurations so that

the number of samples with energy U is proportional to e−βU(rN ). As a

consequence more samples are generated in the areas where integral of

Eq. 3.26 has significant contributions, and efficient sampling is achieved.

This is realized by setting the transition probability from state m to state

n equal to 1 if the move is downhill in energy (Un − Um = ΔUnm < 0).

If the move is uphill in energy (ΔUnm > 0), the move is accepted with a

probability Wn→m defined by the ratio of probabilities of the initial and

final states

Wm→n =
P (rNn )

P (rNm)
= e−β(Un−Um). (3.27)

A simple implementation of Metropolis Monte Carlo algorithm reads

1. Select a particle at random, and calculate energy of the initial

configuration Un

2. Give the particle a random displacement, r′ = r + Δ, and

calculate the energy of the trial configuration Um.

3. Accept or reject the move:

(a) if ΔUnm < 0, accept configuration m.

(b) if ΔUnm > 0, calculate Wn→m = e−β(Un−Um) by drawing

a random number RAND from uniform distribution

between 0 and 1 and accepting m if Wn→m > RAND.

Otherwise, reject the trial configuration and stay at n.

4. Repeat.

A Monte Carlo simulation does not usually entail concept of time

or reproduce the natural dynamics of particles in the system. This
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is in contrast to molecular dynamics where particles are moved along

trajectories according to the numerical integration of their equations

of motion at discrete time intervals. This feature of the Monte Carlo

method can be advantageous as it can be used to sample states which are

inaccessible within the time scales of MD. Large barriers between states

can cause the trajectory being trapped in a few low energy conformations

in a MD simulation and lead to poor sampling. In contrast, the cleverly

chosen random moves in a MC simulation can facilitate barrier crossings,

and better sampling of the configurational space.

However, when choosing the moves for a Monte Carlo simulation one

should enforce the condition of detailed balance [85]: for each pair of

states m and n, the probability of being in state m and transitioning to

n should equal the probability of being in state n and transitioning to m.

This means that for each MC move, reversing the move should be equally

probable. The condition of detailed balance is sufficient to ensure that

once the system is equilibrated, the equilibrium can not be destroyed by

the Monte Carlo moves used to transition between the configurations.

3.4.1 Simulation Details for This Work

In this thesis, Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations where used to study

a simplified model of polyelectrolyte complex and salt, where the charged

polymers are represented by two uniformly and oppositely charge rigid

rods. The code for the simulations and data analysis was in full

implemented by the author.

The positive rod is denoted as C1 and the negative one is C2. The rods

carry charge per length of τ1e and −τ2e (τ1 > 0, τ2 > 0), respectively.

The ions are modelled as small, charged spheres and the solvent is

described by a dielectric continuum. These types of models are sometimes

called primitive models. Monte Carlo simulations of primitive models

have been used before, e.g., to study interactions between, spherical

charged colloids [66, 68]. Additionally, rigid rods have been widely utilized

for modelling the interactions of polyelectrolytes of same charge, that

is, to investigate DNA-DNA condensation in multivalent salts [45, 46].

Modelling the polyelectrolyte complex as oppositely charged rods is

therefore a novel but logical extension of existing work.

In the simulations, the two rods are parallel. This configuration is

rationalized by experimental observations of rod like complexes between

rigid and semiflexible polyelectrolytes [106]. Theoretical considerations
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have also implied that polyelectrolyte complexation favours parallel

configuration when polymer flexibility decreases and salt concentration

increases [107].

The rods and ions are placed in a cubic simulation box of (20lB)
3.

In a simulation, the rods remain at fixed separation and the ions are

free to sample configurations based on the electrostatic energy of the

configuration. The electrostatic energy is calculated from the Ewald

summation method that was presented in Section 3.2.3. Two types of

Monte Carlo moves were utilized: 1) a random displacement of an ion and

2) an exchange of positions of oppositely charged ions. In addition to the

Coulombic interactions between the charged objects in the system, the

rods and ions, and ions and ions, interact through a hard-core potential.

This means that they cannot overlap in space and an overlap will lead to

rejection of the Monte Carlo move.

The Monte Carlo simulations were used to calculate the force between

the rods as function of rod-rod separation. The average total force was

determined by calculating both the electrostatic (Fel) forces from the

Ewald summation and the hard sphere collision forces Fhs between the

ions and the rods. The hard sphere forces are extrapolated based on the

ion densities near the rod surfaces as specified in Ref. 45. Newton’s third

law ensures that the forces on the two rods have to be equal and opposite

F 1
tot = −F 2

tot. However, the components of the force F 1
el, F

2
el, F

1
hs, F

2
hs can all

be different due to the asymmetries in the system. Newton’s third law

was checked for all simulations and used as a means of deriving error

estimates for the simulated forces.

The charged spheres representing salt were initially placed at random

positions in the simulation box, and allowed to equilibrate for at least

105 Monte Carlo steps. Following the initial equilibration, up to 108

steps were sampled to calculate the reported quantities. In general, the

collision force (Fhs) converges more slowly than the electrostatic force

(Fel), as in the case of primitive model simulations of charged spheres [66].

For visualization purposes the repulsive force is defined as positive and

rod separation is measured as closest distance between the rod surfaces,

scaled by ion diameter D∗ = (D − 2rc)/2rI . Note that D∗ is unitless.

Potential of mean force (PMF) energies were calculated from the sampled

forces by numerical integration where chose the zero energy was placed

at separation of D∗ = 13.
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Salt Induced DNA-polycation Decomplexation

This thesis aims to generate new knowledge on polyelectrolyte interac-

tions in salt solutions. As a first step towards this end, the molecular

mechanism of salt induced de-stabilisation of DNA-polycation complex

was demonstrated (Publication I). This was done by utilizing all-

atom molecular dynamics simulations of a PE complex consisting of one

double stranded DNA molecule and two poly-l-lysines (PLL) in increasing

concentrations of additional monovalent and divalent salt (NaCl and

CaCl2). At high enough concentration of CaCl2 a detachment of first one

(at 0.36 M CaCl2) and then both of the PLLs (at 0.52 M CaCl2) from the

DNA was observed in the simulations.

The mechanism of this detachment is presented in Fig. 4.1 as a series

of simulation snapshots. At the initial state, the contact between the PLL

and DNA is zipper-like with the positive nitrogen NH+
3 (abbreviated from

here onwards N+) ends of PLL mainly attached to the negative phosphate

oxygens (OP) of the DNA. Without additional ions in the solution, this

complex is extremely stable, but addition of salt changes the situation

and induces a detachment of the PLL from the DNA. The detachment

occurs gradually with a self-healing zipper-like mechanism, the divalent

cations condensing to the negative OPs of the DNA compete with the N+

tips of the PLL side chains and at sufficient ion condensation, the zipper

formed by DNA and PLL slowly opens. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.2

which shows the increase of the number of Ca2+ ions condensed to DNA

OP sites while the number of contacts between the PLL N+ and DNA

OP sites decreases. The system thus shifts form intrinsic (PE-PE) charge

compensation to extrinsic (ion-PE) charge compensation with increasing
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Figure 4.1. Detachment of the PLL chain from the DNA driven by 0.52 M CaCl2
concentration. Ca2+ ions within 1 nm of the DNA are shown in green,
phosphate oxygens in the DNA backbone in red, and nitrogen tips of the PLL
residues in blue. The visualization omits the 2nd PLL chain, all Cl− ions,
and water molecules for clarity.
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Figure 4.2. Top: the average PLL backbone nitrogen atom distances to closest DNA atom.
Bottom: the number of contacts between the DNA phosphate oxygens (OP)
and the Ca2+ ions, and between OP sites and PLL nitrogen ends (NH+) at
0.52 M CaCl2. A cut-off of 0.35 nm has been used for defining contacts. The
vertical lines show the time of detachment for the two PLLs (time of last
DNA-PLL contact).

concentration of salt, as also observed in the simulations of Ref. [40].

4.1.1 Effect of Polycation Chemistry and Charge Content on the
Stability of DNA-polycation Complexes in Salt

The zipper-like decomplexation of PEs due to salt-activated PE-PE

contact breaking has been suggested before [12, 15, 108] but to our

knowledge, the simulations on PLL in Publication I were the first

to demonstrate this mechanism explicitly. The mechanism was later

confirmed also for DNA-polyethyleneimine (PEI) complexes in Publication

II. The zipper-like decomplexation was the only mechanism observed

within the MD simulations of this work. That said, polyelectrolyte

flexibility [107] and length [23, 35] are known to affect the complex

formation and may also affect the dissociation pathway.
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Figure 4.3. Representative simulation snapshots of PLL, PEI50, and PEI25 complexes
with DNA. The protonated and nonprotonated nitrogens are labelled N+ and
N respectively. Water and counterions beyond 1 nm of DNA are omitted for
clarity.

Publication II compared the stability of three different complexes,

consisting of DNA and two polycation molecules, against additional

salt. The complexes, DNA-2xPLL, DNA-2xPEI50 and DNA-2xPEI25,

are depicted in Fig. 4.3. PEI50 and PEI25 denote polyethyleneimine in

different protonation states. Either every second (PEI50) or every fourth

(PEI25) nitrogen in the PEI backbone is protonated in the simulations.

PLL in the simulations is fully protonated and the charge carried per one

polycation strand were, 20e for PLL, 10e for PEI50, and 5e for PEI25. The

protonated nitrogens of both PLL and PEI are labelled N+

Upon addition of salt, a detachment of PEI25 was detected whereas

PEI50 was very stable. This is intuitive, because less protonated PEI25

is able to attach to DNA with only few zipper-like charge-charge contacts

and forms a loose complex with DNA, whereas PEI50 almost perfectly

aligns to the DNA phosphate backbone, shielding the OP sites from

condensing ions, see Fig. 4.3. This is also seen in Fig. 4.4 where the

charge compensation provided by PEI25 is lower compared to PEI50 in

the vicinity of DNA. This is in agreement with the observations of Hoda

and Larsson who studied the effect of degree of charge on polyacrylic

acid on the complexation between polyacrylic acid and poly(allylamine

hydrochloride) and noted that when the fraction of charge in poly(acrylic

acid) is very low, the PEs for looser complexes [41]. Figure 4.4 also shows

that when less of the DNA charge is compensated by the polycation, more

ions can flow to the complex.

That said, PLL which has the highest net charge and the potential
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to form most charge-charge contacts with DNA, is also less stable than

PEI50. This is a consequence of the brush-like molecular structure of

PLL. The PLL is unable to place the charged sites located the ends of

the brush tips optimally and some of them face away from the DNA

molecule. Therefore, the PLL charge is more spread out and the charge

compensation provided by the highly charged PLL and the PEI25 with a

low charge content in the close vicinity of DNA surface is actually quite

similar, as shown in Fig. 4.4. Despite the 50% difference in charge content

PLL and PEI50 allow similar amounts of ions to reside in the complex.

Therefore a correlation between the degree of charge compensation

provided by the polycation (related to charge asymmetry between the

complexing PEs) and the salt tolerance of the PE complex is suggested.

There are some experimental observations which back up this hypothesis:

a higher polycation charge per length has been observed to lead to higher

tolerance of the polycation-DNA complex to the addition of salt by several

studies [23, 109, 110]. Additionally, Akinc et al. [111] observed that

attaching methyl and ethyl side chains to PEI nitrogens made PEI-

DNA complexes less tolerant against salt than unmodified PEI. The

side chains increase the distance of closest approach between DNA and

PEI due to steric hindrance, and decease the charge density and charge

compensation provided by the polycation. The PEI with longer ethyl

chains was most prone to decomplex [111] compared to PEI with methyl

side chains. In simulations, Sun et al. [39] indicated that an increase in

branching has a similar effect in PEI binding to DNA as a decrease of

charge per length of the PE. For linear vs. grafted PLLs, Elder et al. [37]

detected a decrease in electrostatic binding energy between DNA and PLL

as a function of increasing grafting length.

It would be appealing to calculate the effect of salt and polycation

chemistry on the DNA-polycation complexation by explicitly calculating

the binding energies. This could be done, e.g., by utilizing umbrella

sampling [85] or by calculating the binding free energy component-wise.

The former was used by Bagai et al. [91] to investigate binding in DNA-

PEI assemblies, whereas Elder et al. [37] have introduced a method where

the free energy of DNA-PLL binding was calculated component-wise using

a solvation model.

However, extracting reliable binding energies from the MD simulations

of this work proved unfeasible. In order to properly assess the binding

strength with umbrella sampling or other methods one would have to
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Figure 4.4. The cumulative charge distributions of the DNA-polycation complexes in
0.13 M CaCl2. Top: the total charge and the polycation charge around DNA.
Bottom: the distribution of ionic charge. Vertical line depicts the level where
DNA charge is compensated. Distributions are time averages over 5 ns
with three lines for each distribution demonstrating the variations in data.
Distance to DNA is measured as the distance to the closest DNA atom.

reach a sufficient sampling of all relevant binding states between the

DNA and the polycation, both with and without added salt. The existence

of several binding states and the slow binding dynamics of divalent ions

made this a task beyond the available computational capacity. Based on

the dynamics observed in this work, it is unlikely that the calculations of

Bagai et al. in Ref. [91] are sufficiently converged. The method utilized

by Elder et al. [37] could be used to obtain the relative binding strengths

of the complexes without additional salt. That said, solvation model one

cannot fully capture the effect of additional salt or specific features of

divalent ions, which are of interest in this work.

4.1.2 Role of Ion Valency in Polyelectrolyte Decomplexation

In this work, the dissociation of a PE complex is detected when

divalent cations are present. Monovalent salt is unable to induce

decomplexation within the time scales (200 ns) and salt concentrations

(up to 1 M) investigated in simulations of this thesis. This is in line

with experimental observations. Ref. 112 reports that NaCl concentration

of 0.86 M to dissociates half of the DNA-PLL complexes whereas

no complexes are present at 1.3 M NaCl. For divalent MgCl2, the
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corresponding concentrations are 0.2 M and 0.5 M.

Why are the divalent cations more effective in inducing the detachment?

Firstly, in the specific case of DNA, Ca2+ seems to have a higher affinity

to OP sites where the polycations also prefers to attach while complexing

with DNA: impressive 95% of all Ca2+ in direct contact with DNA bind to

the DNA phosphate oxygens, whereas Na+ is not as selective and binds

also to the DNA base nitrogens and oxygens deeper in the DNA grooves.

Only 65% of the condensed Na+ ions associate with the phosphate

oxygens. In addition to valency, ion size might be a contributing factor

to the binding site selectivity [113]. As a divalent ion, hydrated Ca2+ is

larger than Na+, and it cannot reach binding sites buried in the grooves of

the DNA. Instead, it binds to the exposed OP sites which the polycations

also prefer.

To investigate the difference of Ca2+ and Na+ ions further, the charge

distribution around a single strand DNA in increasing concentrations

of NaCl and CaCl2 was calculated, see Fig. 4.5. One can see that in

the concentrations where detachment is detected, the extent of CaCl2
condensation to DNA is high enough to cause charge inversion in the

vicinity of DNA surface (< 0.4 nm). The observation of overcharging points

to a more generic difference between monovalent and divalent ions, and

the existence of correlation effects (see Section 2.5.1). Due to the higher

valency, the electrostatic coupling between the DNA and ions, and the

non-mean field effects among the ions in the solution are stronger, which

leads to overcharging of the DNA and highly enhanced ion condensation

compared to monovalent Na+. Interestingly, valency induced correlation

effects as have been explicitly suggested to be behind the pronounced

ability of divalent ions to condense to DNA both by experimental work [58]

and related computational work [52]. Some very direct indications of

ion-ion correlations can be seen in Fig. 4.5. The layering of the ions at

0.27 M−0.52 M CaCl2 is visible as the decrease in the magnitude of the

cumulative charge distribution after the first maximum. This is due to

co-ion condensation of Cl− to after the first condensed layer of Ca2+.

Besides ion condensation in terms of total condensed ions, charge

correlations are important also in ion binding in terms of binding sites.

Upon binding to DNA, a divalent ion locally inverts the charge of the

OP site, making the attachment of other ions and polycation also to

neighbouring OP sites less likely. This leads to alternating distribution

of ions and is likely to cause a very efficient blocking of binding sites in
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Figure 4.5. The cumulative charge distribution around DNA without and with excess
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dashed line shows the level at which overcharging takes place.

the DNA surface.

The monovalent and divalent ions also have an interesting kinetic

difference influencing the expected rates: the average lifetime of Ca2+-

OP bond is at least an order of magnitude longer than the Na+-

OP bond lifetime calculated from the simulations. Consequently, a

Ca2+ ion condensed to DNA lingers at the binding site and blocks the

polycation from attaching. Na+ is more dynamic with its contacts,

and therefore less effective in blocking the N+s, as faster detachment

of the ion enables more frequent recovery of DNA-polycation zipper

contacts. In contrast, the loosening of the DNA-polycation structure

due to the lifetime of Ca2+-DNA contact allows even more Ca2+ ions to

condense resulting in larger fluctuations, and with some concentrations,

complete detachment. Kinetic considerations are, however, insufficient to

explain the pronounced decomplexation ability of the Ca2+ observed in

experiments as the kinetics influence the transition frequency between

different states but not their actual population in equilibrium.

4.1.3 Implications of Ion Activated Polyelectrolyte Contact
Breaking for Polyelectrolyte Complexes and Multilayers

The mechanisms governing the exponential vs linear growth PEMs in the

layer-by-layer assembly has been a topic of wide interest. Exponential

growth of PE multilayers has been suggested to be related to enhanced

diffusion of polyelectrolytes during the layer adsorption [114, 115] and

the ability of the polymers better to distribute inside the film. On the

other hand, it is known that addition of salt can be used to switch

from linearly to exponentially growing PE multilayers [116] and the
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dissociation of charge connections has been proposed to govern the

relaxation dynamics [15] of PE complexes. The simulations of this thesis

show at microscopic scale how salt can break the charge contacts in a

PE-PE zipper, facilitate the inter-chain diffusivity, and change the PEM

growing dynamics.

Furthermore, Pozar and Kovacevic [14] recently suggested that the

presence of additional salt is a prerequisite for reaching equilibrium in

PECs, which otherwise can occur extremely slowly. The kinetic difference

observed between mono- and divalent ions is of practical importance in

these respects: divalent ions can facilitate faster equilibration of the PE

complexes and thus also affect their observed composition.

4.1.4 Summary and Significance of the Findings

In the first part of this thesis (Publications I and II), the complexation

of DNA with polycationic molecules in salt solutions was studied via

extensive all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. Comparable simu-

lation studies on the effect of additional microions on PE complexation

are scarce [32, 40, 41] and do not investigate the ability of salt to dissolve

the complex, although Refs. [32, 41] note that in high concentrations of

salt, the complexes may dissolve.

This doctoral work provides, for the first time, an atomistically detailed

view to salt activated PE-PE contact breaking where the polycations

detach from each other in a zipper-like fashion. The mechanism was

first detected in Publication I for DNA-PLL complex and generalized in

Publication II for a different polycation-DNA complex. Uncovering this

mechanism can help to explain, e.g. why salt can drastically affect the

growth of polyelectrolyte multilayers and enhance the release of DNA

from cationic gene carriers.

The salt tolerances of common polycationic DNA carrier complexes were

also compared. The results of this comparison suggest that the PE

complex stability in salt depends on the charge density of the polycation

in the complex and on the ability of microions to reside in the complex.

The effect of charge asymmetry was further investigated in Publication

IV with the more simplified model of the PE complex.

Divalent ions are much more effective in inducing the decomplexation

compared to monovalent ions. Reasons for this are also addressed in

Publication I. Increasing the valency can lead to more efficient binding

to the PE, to more efficient coverage of the binding sites on the PE, and it
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Figure 4.6. Illustrative simulation snapshot of the coarse grained model where two
oppositely charged cylinders represent the polyelectrolytes and microions are
modelled as charged, hard spheres. The rods span the z-direction of the
simulation box and two different rod-rod separations are shown. Salt cations
are in red and anions are blue.

can also cause charge reversal in the vicinity of a polyelectrolyte. Divalent

ions also have longer PE-ion bond lifetime. These findings together

elucidate why the valency of added salt can have a strong effect on the

response of the PE complex.

4.2 Lessons Learned from a Simplified Model: Two Mechanisms of
Repulsion Between Oppositely Charged Rods

In the second part of this thesis, a more coarse-grained description

for a polyelectrolyte complex is utilized. The two oppositely charged

polymers are described as rigid, uniformly charged cylinders approaching

each other. An illustrative snapshot of the simulated system is given

in Fig. 4.6. With this choice of model, the complexity and degrees of

freedom of the system being studied are diminished. Consequently, one

can explicitly calculate polyelectrolyte interaction forces and energies

in salt solutions as the function of rod separation. Furthermore, the

simplified model can provide a point of comparison for developing and

testing polyelectrolyte theories based on similar geometry, such as the

strong coupling theory of Ref. 73 and the mean field approach of Ref. 59.

To answer RQ2 and RQ3, the interactions of the two rods were studied

for varying ratios of rod charges and salt concentrations and types. The

conditions that cause repulsive interaction between the two oppositely

charged rods where searched out as repulsion denotes the possible

destabilization of the polyelectrolyte complex or formation of barriers

that hinder polyelectrolyte complexation. Two cases where investigated:
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1) the interactions of two symmetrically (|τ1/τ2| = 1) but oppositely

charged rods in asymmetric q:1 electrolytes containing cations of valency

q and monovalent anions (unpublished results) and 2) interactions of

asymmetrically (|τ1/τ2| < 1) and oppositely charged rods in symmetric

q:q electrolytes (Publication IV).

This Section presents two mechanisms that can lead to repulsion

between oppositely charged rods in salt solutions. The discussion of these

results is preceded by a brief verification of the novel Ewald summation

scheme (Publication III) used for simulating the interactions between the

charged cylinders.

4.2.1 Verification of the Model: Continuous Charge Density vs
Discretized Charge Density

As a preliminary step for the simulations with the simplified model, a

modification of the Ewald summation scheme (Section 3.2.3, Publication

III) was developed. Ewald sums are traditionally applied to model

interactions between point charges. The modified Ewald scheme is able

to model the charged polymers as truly uniform line charge densities as

opposed to treating the line charge as rods of discretized, charged beads.

By utilizing the continuous charge description on the cylinder, one avoids

the calculation of interactions between the discretized rod charge sites

and ions, which leads to computational gain.
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To verify the novel approach, the force between a single (continuous or

discrete) line charge ("rod") and a point charge, is calculated as a function

of radial separation between the point charge and the line charge. Results

of these calculations are compared in Fig. 4.7. For the discrete line

charge, trajectories approaching the rod directly at an axial location of

a discretized charge point and at a position between two discrete charges

on the rod are considered.

Discrete and continuous line charges produce identical forces on the

point charge at large separation between the line charge and the point

charge. However, when the point charge approaches the line charge,

deviations are observed on the forces calculated using the discretized and

continuous model of the line charge. The deviation happens at closer

approach when the rod charge discretization density is increased. This

confirms that the modification of the Ewald summation for continuous

line charge is valid, as it produces the same force on the point charge

as the traditional Ewald summation at infinite discretization or at larger

separation between the point and line charge.

It is important to note that the forces at close approach depend on the

rod discretization density and the point of approach. This indicates that

in studies where charged rods are used to model polyelectrolytes and their

interaction with ions (see e.g. Refs. 30, 45, 46) the ion structure and the

forces between the rods are affected by the choice of discretization. One

should be aware of this, particularly when the choice of discretization is

not motivated by the chemical structure of the polymer.

4.2.2 Mechanism 1: Repulsion Through Asymmetric
Overcharging of Rods with Equal Charge Density in q:1
Salt

To map out the interactions of oppositely charged rods in salt solutions,

the case of rods with symmetric (|τ1/τ2| = 1) charge density in asymmetric

q:1 electrolytes is first considered. In this system, repulsion between

the rods was detected when one of the rods undergoes charge inversion:

the multivalent cations condensate to the cylinder with negative charge

and cause overcharging (see Section 2.5) of the cylinder. The monovalent

anions do not cause charge inversion on the positive rod. A repulsive

interaction thus emerges between the rods, both of which now carry an

effective charge with positive sign. Asymmetric charge inversion has

also been shown to cause a reversal in the sign of the force between like
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charged spherical colloids [117].

The asymmetric overcharging and the emergence of repulsion is

demonstrated in Fig. 4.8 for a system consisting of two cylindrical rods (C1

and C2) carrying same amount of charge but opposite sign of charge (eτ1 =

4e/lB and −eτ2 = −4e/lB) and immersed in increasing concentrations of

3:1 salt. Rod separation is measured as the closest distance between the

rod surfaces, scaled by the ion diameter D∗ = (D−2rc)/2rI . A repulsion is

detected between D∗ = 2.5...6.5 at 3:1 salt concentrations over c=0.03 M.

The data in Fig. 4.8 shows that repulsion at certain rod-rod separation is

accompanied by charge inversion at that same rod-rod separation.

That said, the inverse is not true and overcharging seems to be a

prequisite but not a guarantee for repulsion. There were cases where

overcharging was detected when the rods are far apart (D∗ = 13),

although no repulsion between the rods was observed. This indicates

that repulsion emerges when the salt concentration is sufficient to induce

charge inversion at rod separations where the interaction between the

rods is not fully screened by distance or salt concentration. When the

rods are close to each other, the interaction again turns attractive. The

rods compensate each others charge and ions are released for entropic

gain.

The data presented in Fig. 4.8 shows an increase in the maximum re-

pulsive force and overcharging as function of increased salt concentration

in the range sampled here. In contrast, the model by Shklovskii [73]

states that overcharging should saturate in the simulations at c≈0.02 M
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of 3:1 salt (Eq. 2.20) and one should detect an onset of co-ion condensation

on the charged cylinders. The Shklovskii prediction of saturation at

0.02 M is even below the limit at which overcharging was first detected

in the simulations of this work. This discrepancy can be explained by the

approximations inherent to the Shklovskii model. The theory treats non-

condensed ions within Poisson-Boltzmann framework and, among other

things, discards the effect of ion-ion correlations in bulk solution and the

effect of ions size.

Indeed, the ion size has an effect on the overcharging. The relation

between ion size and maximal overcharging on the negative rod was

investigated at c=0.09 M of 3:1 salt, and an increase in the amount of

overcharging as function of ion size was detected. This finding agrees

with Ref. 48 where it was show that large monovalent cation does

induce overcharging in a DNA-like cylindrical system in salt whereas

small divalent cation does not cause overcompensation of charge. This

demonstrates the effect of bulk excluded volume and ion size even in the

presence of strong electrostatic coupling.

These results indicate another contribution through which ion size can

play a role in the PE complex stability. As already stated in Section

4.1.2, ion size can lead to selectivity with respect to the binding sites

in PE and affect how the microions compete with PE-PE contacts. That

said, there are cases where the effect of ion size is detected only at high

concentrations of salt, as suggested in Ref. 14. This might be a sign that

the interactions of the PEs are affected by asymmetric overcharging and

ion size regulates the extent of the overcharging. In addition to ion size,

the ion valency naturally has an effect. In 2:1 salt, the concentration (and

ionic strength) required to induce repulsion is higher compared to 3:1 salt,

and in 1:1 salt, repulsion was not detected at all in the simulations.

A complementary view of the systems studied in Fig. 4.8 is provided

by the comparison of internal energies and the potentials of mean force

(PMF), see Fig. 4.9. The PMFs were integrated from the total average

force as the function of rod separation. Zero energy was placed at rod

separation of D∗ = 13 for both PMFs and internal energies. The internal

energy, comprising of the Coulombic interactions of the system, is in fact

repulsive at most rod separations, and has two minimas. One minimum

corresponds to rods being far apart and another is found when they are in

contact. At large separation, the rods are each surrounded by neutralizing

ion clouds and rod-ion interactions dominate. At close separation, the
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of oppositely charged rods with eτ1 = 4e/lB and −eτ2 = −4e/lB .

rod-rod interaction dominates. The switch between the two contributions

shows as a maximum in the internal energy [118]. The location of this

maximum is connected to electrostatic screening in the solution and it is

shifted to shorter rod separations when salt concentration is increased.

The entropic contributions included in the PMF render the interaction

attractive. The extent of the entropy can thus be estimated based on

the difference between the potential of mean force and the internal

energy. When salt concentration is increased, the entropy of ion release is

damped, more ions remain condensed to the rods, and repulsion emerges.

4.2.3 Mechanism 2: Repulsion Through Ion Confinement for
Asymmetrically Charged Rods in q:q Salt

Above, it was shown how oppositely charged rods rods carrying same

(symmetric, |τ1/τ2| = 1) amount of charge can be made to repel at

intermediate separations via asymmetric overcharging in q:1 electrolyte.

This Section studies how asymmetries on the rod charges (|τ1/τ2| < 1)

affect the complex stability in symmetric q:q electrolytes. This was also

the topic of Publication IV of this thesis.

To study the effect of asymmetry, the charge density per length of the

negative rod, τ2, was kept at a constant corresponding to charge density of

DNA,−τ2e = −4e/lB, whereas the charge density per length of the positive

rod, τ1e, was reduced (|τ1/τ2| < 1). The rods were immersed in moderate

concentrations of 1:1 electrolyte. Fig. 4.10 illustrates the emergence of

a repulsive peak for decreasing |τ1/τ2| in electrolyte concentration close
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to physiological salt concentration. The maximum of the repulsive force

is located at a distance where exactly one layer of ions is able to reside

between the rods, and hence it is at closer rod separation compared to the

maximum repulsion induced by asymmetric overcharging (see Fig. 4.8).

Note that this indicates that the location of this maximum is controllable

by ion size.

The repulsion arises because the approach of the positive rod C1 (which

has lower charge density) induces a perturbation on the ionic cloud

around the negative rod C2 (which has higher charge density). This

perturbation causes a repulsive electrostatic force on C2 and a repulsive

collision force is exerted C1 by the cation cloud around C2. This collision

force is at maximum when exactly one layer ions fits in between the rods,

see Fig. 4.10. Increasing the charge asymmetry (decreasing τ1 while

keeping τ2 constant) allows more cations to remain condensed around

the negative C2 as the charge compensation provided by the positive

C1 decreases. Consequently, the pressure from the cations increases.

A similar mechanism of repulsion has been detected in simulations

for asymmetrically and oppositely charged spherical colloids and even

between charged and neutral colloids [119]. It is also supported by the

solution of full PB equation in this geometry [59].

In addition to controlling the charge per length, the charge density

and charge compensation efficiency of the cationic rod can be tuned by

changing the rod radius. If the radius of C1 is increased, more cations

reside between the rods and repulsion is induced. This establishes

that rod radius is another parameter that can be used to drive the

system from attraction to repulsion. This is consistent with the results

obtained by comparing complexation between DNA and the brush-like

PLL to complexation of DNA with the worm-like PEI50 by all atom MD

simulations (see Section 4.1.1).

Fig. 4.10 also provides a comparison of two theoretically calculated

forces to the simulated ones. The Poisson-Boltzmann predictions

(βFPB/L), is calculated through numerically solving the non-linear PB

equation (Eq. 2.1) by a finite-element method and consequent numerical

integration force from Eq. 2.14. This scheme for calculating the force

between charged cylinders in salt was originally introduced in Ref. [59].

A simple ion condensation model was developed in this thesis to

predict the emergence of repulsion for asymmetrically charged rods.

The force from simple ion condensation model (βFIC/L), is calculated
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based on Eqs. 2.15-2.18 with the following assumptions. The more

strongly charged, negative rod C2 is assumed to undergo Manning [55]

condensation of counterions, whereas the weakly charged C1 does not. At

close separation, the extent of this ion condensation is determined by the

combined charge density per length from both of the rods τI = τ2−τ1−1/lB,

whereas when the rod separation exceeds the Debye length, the number

of ions per length on C2 results from undisturbed Manning condensation

τI = τ2 − 1/lB. In the spirit of charge re-normalization, the interaction

of the charged rods is modelled as between τ1 and effective charge of C2,

τeff,2 = τ2 − τI . The form of this interaction is described as unscreened

attraction at rod-rod (surface) separation D∗ < κ−1/2rion (Eq. 2.15), which

is switched smoothly to screened attraction for D∗ > κ−1/2rion (Eq. 2.16).

For the osmotic and depletion contributions, Eqs. 2.17 and 2.18, the ionic

distribution and the Gouy-Chapman length are assumed to be determined

the more strongly charged C2, lGC = (rc + rI)/(lBτ2).

Both theoretical models fail in predicting the force between the rods

when both rods are highly charged. The predictive power of the models

improves with decreasing |τ1/τ2|. At short separations, the Poisson-

Boltzmann model fails qualitatively due to the assumption of point-like

ions which leads to too strong, monotonously increasing repulsion at

short rod-rod distances. In contrast, the simplified approach predicts

the repulsion at comparable |τ1/τ2| as in our simulations. The repulsive

peak is produced at a rod separation matching that of the simulations,

accompanied by qualitatively correct non-monotonous behaviour of the

force at close approach. The success of our simple model at close rod-rod
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Figure 4.11. Internal energies and potential of mean forces (PMF) for two ratios of line
charges |τ1/τ2| and an increasing concentration of 1:1 salt.

approach demonstrates that it is crucial to account for the depletion zone

and the osmotic contributions to the force when the rod surface separation

is on the order of one ion diameter. The importance of ion depletion effects

for short range forces has been indicated before in the case of like charged

spheres and strong Coulomb coupling [68]. Both the ion condensation

model and PB model predictions are relatively unaffected increasing salt

concentration in the system.

The repulsive peak can be induced both by increasing asymmetry

between the rod charges and increasing concentration of salt in the

system. To elaborate the effect of salt, the internal energies and potentials

of mean force are presented in Fig. 4.11 for two systems in varying

salt concentrations: |τ1/τ2| = 0.250 which is purely attractive in the

salt concentrations studied here, and |τ1/τ2| = 0.125 where repulsion is

introduced by addition of salt.

Analogous to the case of symmetric rods, the internal energies of the

purely attractive system (|τ1/τ2| = 0.250) all exhibit a maximum, which is

shifted due to increased screening. The ion release entropy, included in

the PMF, renders the free energy in the system monotonically decreasing

and the interaction purely attractive. The role of Coulombic attraction

vs ion release entropy in polyelectrolyte complexation has been under

some confusion [120]. Our observations support the consensus that the

complexation of oppositely and strongly charged polymers is driven by

the release of counterions from the polymers [32, 121], instead of the

electrostatic attraction between the macromolecules. The data of Fig. 4.11

indicates that same is true for complexation between strongly and weakly

charged polymer in the region mapped here.
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All the systems presented in Fig. 4.11 have a global free energy

minimum at rod separations below D∗ = 0.5. The emergence of the

repulsive peak between two attractive rod separation ranges is seen as the

formation of a local energy minimum between D∗ = 1 and 2 in the PMFs of

|τ1/τ2| = 0.125 system. The energy barriers between the two minima and

the energy level when the rods are far apart can signify the difference

between reversible and irreversible binding of the rods, and are thus

the of practical importance. Salt can be used to control these barriers:

additional electrolyte moderately increases the barrier between the global

and the secondary minimum. However, the energy difference between

the secondary minimum and the level of zero energy at large separation

decreases more drastically. Comparison of the Coulombic energies and

PMFs shows that this occurs via suppression of ion release entropy upon

addition of salt.

The secondary energy minimum observed here originates from the inter-

play of screened electrostatic attraction at rod separations exceeding the

Debye length, osmotic repulsion at rod surface separations comparable

to an ion diameter, and depletion attraction at separations near contact.

This is in contrast to a similar secondary minimum observed in the

context of DLVO theory for like-charged objects. In DLVO the interplay

of van der Waals and electrostatic interactions can induce a secondary

attractive well, also controllable by ionic strength of the solution [122].

Some experimental indications of the secondary minimum exists as

well. According to the fluorescence spectrometry measurements by

Vuorimaa et al. [123], the interaction between highly charged DNA and

weakly charged polyethyleneimine (PEI) is know to have both a strongly

bound state and intermediate binding states, which correspond to loose

association of PEI with DNA. The intermediate binding states have been

suggested [123, 124] to be crucial for the efficiency of a polycation as

a genetic carrier in gene therapy as they enable more effective and

controllable release of the DNA from the carrier. Our data indicates that

the binding can be externally regulated by electrolyte concentration and

solution pH (which influences the polycation charge).

4.2.4 Interplay of the Two Mechanisms

The two mechanisms introduced above are not mutually exclusive.

Above, the asymmetry in the rod charges was demonstrated to cause

repulsion through ion confinement and osmotic contributions from the
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ions remaining in the inter-rod space. This causes repulsion at

short separations. For symmetric rods in q:1 electrolyte repulsion

via asymmetric overcharging is detected at longer rod-rod separations.

However, asymmetry in the rod charges can also lead to asymmetric

overcharging in q:q electrolytes. This happens because the charge density

(electrostatic coupling) on one of the rods is decreased while keeping

the coupling between the other rod and the multivalent q ion high.

Asymmetric overcharging can naturally also happen asymmetrically

charged macromolecules in q:1 electrolyte. Therefore, a brief analysis on

the interplay of the two mechanism is presented here.

To this end, the interactions of asymmetrically charged rods in 1:1,

3:3 and 3:1 electrolytes were compared. Switching from 1:1 to 3:3

causes a decrease in the repulsive peak related to mechanism 2. This

is because multivalent ions are less likely to reside between the rods

and will therefore produce weaker osmotic contribution to the force.

Asymmetric overcharging was observed for asymmetrically charged rods

both in 3:3 salt 3:1 salt. However, compared to the case where both rods

are highly and symmetrically charged, asymmetric overcharging caused

by the asymmetry in the rod charges is less likely to induce detectable

repulsion between the rods because the magnitude of charge in C1 lower.

The interplay of the two mechanisms has been demonstrated before

in the case of oppositely and asymmetrically charged plates in q:1

electrolytes: Trulsson et al. [125] observed that at larger separations, re-

pulsion between the plates was accompanied by asymmetric overcharging.

In addition, asymmetric q:1 salt can induced repulsion between the plates

at close separations where no charge inversion is detected. The repulsion

at close separation happens via build up of large amount of salt in between

the plates, facilitated by both the charge asymmetry of the plates and the

correlations between the multivalent and monovalent ions.

For the charged rods studied in this work, repulsion via overcharging

happens at larger separation compared to repulsion via ionic confinement.

This is in agreement with the work of Trulsson et al.. However,

correlation-enhanced build-up of ions in the inter-rod space in 3:1 salt

compared to 1:1 was not detected in this work, contrasting the reports of

Trulsson et al. [125] in the planar geometry.
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4.2.5 Summary and Significance of the Findings

The second part of this thesis reports Monte Carlo simulations of

a simplified model system for polyelectrolyte complexation where the

polymers are modelled as oppositely charged, rigid rods. The interactions

of oppositely charged rods have not been studied before by simulations.

A new modification of Ewald summation was formulated for studying

the model system of oppositely charged rods. The presented method

(Publication III) offers savings in simulation time, and ensures that the

choice of discretization on the charged cylinder does not affect the outcome

of the simulation. The novel modification of Ewald summation is also

applicable other charged, cylinder-like systems, such as functionalized

carbon nanotubes, and provides a point of comparison for theories treating

these systems as continuous line charges. The method can be easily

integrated to most existing simulations softwares as a simple extension

of the traditional Ewald summation.

The simulations of charged rods extend the findings on the effect of

charge asymmetry on the complex stability in salt solutions (Publication

IV). An interesting, DLVO-like secondary energy minima in the free

energy landscape of approaching, oppositely charged rods was detected.

This is the first time that such a double minima due to interplay of

screened attraction, osmotic repulsion and depletion attraction has been

reported. The location and barrier heights around the minima are

controllable by rod charges, and the amount and size of salt. Publication

IV also provides a simple theoretical approach (the ion condensation

model) for predicting the emergence of the double minima with improved

accuracy compared to PB approach. The discovery of the secondary

minima can elucidate recent experimental findings on how intermediate

binding states between DNA and a polycation affect the efficiency that

polycation as a gene carrier.

This thesis reports two mechanisms of repulsion between oppositely

charged rods in salt solutions (Publication IV together with the unpub-

lished data). The effect of salt concentration, salt size and valency to both

of the mechanisms are mapped out. This data thus presents, for the first

time, a comprehensive picture on the interactions of oppositely charged,

rod-like objects in salt solutions. Due to the simplicity of the model system

and the theoretical model provided in Publication IV, one can expect the

findings to be generalizable to many applications and hence of interest
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also outside the polyelectrolyte community. Potential examples include

the engineering of interactions of rod-like viruses, membrane proteins and

nanorods.

4.3 All-atom Molecular Dynamics Simulations vs Monte Carlo
Simulations with a Simplified Model

Two very different levels of description of polyelectrolyte complexation

in salt solution were utilized in this thesis: highly detailed all-atom

molecular dynamics and a simplified approach where the polyelectrolytes

are represented by charged rods. The analysis of the results will be

concluded by highlighting where these approaches provided consistent

information and where discrepancies were observed.

Firstly, the chosen parallel rod alignment is not fully equivalent with

the zipper-like mechanism seen in the MD simulations. In the MD the

detached segments are free to distort with respect to the attached part of

the polymer and adopt multiple configurations in solution. The observed

repulsive contributions between the rods would also likely cause some

skewing of the rods or a change in the angle of approach if the rods where

allowed to optimize between the attractive and repulsive forces upon

approach. That said, the enforced parallel configuration is a viable first

approximation for the simplified model as it maximizes the Coulombic

attraction between the rods and is consistent with theoretical predictions

and experimental observations made for rigid PEs, as discussed in

Section 3.4.1.

The all-atom simulations observe decomplexation in 2:1 salt and

in concentrations in which DNA overcharges. This agrees with our

simulations of symmetric, highly charged rods in 3:1 salt where repulsion

was always accompanied by asymmetric overcharging (mechanism 1).

That said, the energy landscape of asymmetric overcharging (Fig. 4.9)

still has a deep global minimum at zero rod separation, and overcharging

causes a small barrier at intermediate separations. This does not

alone necessarily denote decomplexation but rather a barrier hindering

complexation. Within the MC simulations of the simplified model,

repulsion can also be caused by increasing asymmetry and consequently

the increasing amount of ions residing in the complex (mechanism 2).

The DNA-polycation complexes studied the by the all-atom MD are also

asymmetric. Indeed, the MD simulations suggest that charge asymmetry
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is connected to the amount of microions residing within the complex,

and the two mechanism of repulsion shown in MC simulations can work

co-operatively to facilitate decomplexation events detected in the MD

simulations containing 2:1 salt.

Decomplexation in 1:1 salt was not detected in MD despite the

asymmetry of the complex. This means that decomplexation that can

be solely attributed to mechanism 2 was not seen in MD. The reason

might be that the charge asymmetry of the complexes studied in the

MD simulations, or the salt concentrations, are too low to allow the

effect of asymmetry to dominate over other contributions to binding

strength. That said, a long lived "intermediate binding" was detected

in the simulation of weakly protonated PEI at high NaCl concentration

in Publication II. This could indicate the formation of the secondary

minimum in binding due to mechanism 2.

Kinetically trapped states have been suggested to govern many prop-

erties of PE solutions and complexes [14, 50, 108, 126]. MD is used

here to model a dynamic phenomenon in a PE system and the question

of reproducibility and sufficient time scale is therefore a weakness of

the MD simulations. That said, the MD simulations of Publications

I and II are 10-20 times longer than most currently existing all-atom

simulations of polyelectrolyte complexes (see e.g.. [37, 38, 91]), and the

small size of the complex modelled here is expected to lead to faster

dynamics. Furthermore, the data set of Publication I was simulated

also with another ion force field, the standard Amber ions, see Ref. [97]),

producing results in line with the ones presented here.
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The aim of this thesis work was to increase knowledge of polyelectrolyte

interactions in salt solutions by computer simulations. In particular,

three research questions were addressed:

RQ1 What is the molecular mechanism of salt-induced decomplexation of

PE complexes?

RQ2 Through which contributions does additional salt affect the interac-

tions of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes? Does the type of salt

play a role?

RQ3 How does the asymmetry in the charge content of the oppositely

charged PEs affect the complex stability and the interactions of

between the PEs in salt?

RQ1 (the molecular mechanism of salt-induced PE complexation) was

answered in Publication I. The MD simulations revealed how salt induces

a zipper-like detachment of the oppositely charged polyelectrolytes where

the PE-PE contacts are replaced with ion-PE contacts. Although zipper-

like mechanism for decomplexation had been proposed before, to our

knowledge, this was the first time the mechanism was explicitly shown.

By providing this atomically detailed view on the effect of salt on PE-PE

binding, this thesis helps to understand how and why the properties of PE

materials change when they are exposed to additional ions. Deciphering

the zipper-like mechanism is thus a major result of this work.

To answer the first part of RQ2 (the contributions through which salt

affects the PE interactions), a set of internal and potential of mean

force curves was calculated with a simplified model of polyelectrolyte

complex where PEs are modelled as oppositely charged, rigid rods. The

role of Coulombic vs. entropic contributions as a driving force in PE

complexation has been under some confusion, and the results presented
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here solve the debate at least in the context of the simplified model. The

data confirms the importance of ion release entropy in polyelectrolyte

complexation not only in the case of two strongly charged polyelectrolytes

but also when strongly and weakly charged polyelectrolyte form complex.

Additional salt therefore affects complexation by damping the entropy

gain of ion release.

Reducing the ion release entropy promotes ion condensation to the

polyelectrolytes. This effect is further enhanced by increasing the

valency and size of the condensing ions, and may eventually lead to

asymmetric overcharging of the oppositely charged polyelectrolytes in q:1

salt and formation of a barrier against polyelectrolyte complexation. The

overcharging is also promoted by the increasing size of the ions. The all-

atom simulations of Publication I demonstrate that the valency of the

ions can play a crucial role in determining the sites where ions condense

in the polymer. The ion-ion repulsion among the multivalent ions lead

to alternating ordering of the ions in the DNA surface, causing more

effective blocking of the PE-PE binding compared to monovalent ones.

These results in part answer the second half of RQ2 (whether the type of

salt matters) and elucidate why valency of ions can have a drastic effect

on how the PE complex response to additional salt.

Only few systematic studies on RQ3 (the effect of charge asymmetry

on PE interactions) exist, perhaps due to experimental challenges of

accurately determining or controlling the charge content of a polyelec-

trolyte without drastically altering other properties of PE that affect

complexation. The molecular dynamics simulations of Publication II

provided a first clue that the charge content and distribution of the

polycation affects the flow of ions into a DNA-polycation complex in salt

solutions and consequently the stability of the complex in salt. This

effect was later systematically mapped out in Publication IV with the

help of the simplified model: increasing charge asymmetry between the

rods and increasing salt content of the solution both lead to increasing

amount of ions remaining around the rods at close separation. Repulsion

is created by the energetic cost of pushing away the ions from the inter-

rod space when the rods approach. In the case of symmetrically charged

rods, this does not happen and repulsion via asymmetric overcharging

in q:1 electrolyte mentioned above was the only mechanism of repulsion

detected for symmetric rods within the simplified model.
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The repulsive interaction of asymmetrically charged rods is accom-

panied by a formation of secondary energy minima in the free energy

landscape. The is the first time that a DLVO-like double minima due

to the interplay of Coulombic, osmotic and depletion contributions has

been discovered, to the extent of our knowledge. In addition to rod charge

asymmetry and solution salt content, the barriers between the different

minima are controllable with ion type (RQ2): the location of the minima

scales with ion size and increasing valency leads to weaker repulsion.

The findings suggest a high degree of external control to the system and

therefore the information provided in Publication IV of the free energy

landscape has significance to anyone striving to understand and tune the

interactions between polyelectrolytes for, e.g., the purposes of controlling

the release of DNA from a polycationic carrier in gene therapy. As

conclusive experimental proof of a double minimum in realistic systems

is lacking, the importance of this discovery remains to be seen.

In summary, this thesis provides the first comprehensive look on

polyelectrolyte interactions in salt. The molecular mechanism of salt

induced decomplexation, the role of ion size and valency, and the effect

of asymmetry on the polyelectrolyte charge densities were extensively

mapped out by simulations using two different levels of description. In

addition, a methodological advance related to Ewald summation was

created and presented (Publication III). The novel method enables more

efficient simulations of charged, cylinder-like macromolecules, and is now

available for other researchers to use.

This thesis opens a view on polyelectrolyte complexes modelled as two

approaching, charged cylinders. For future work, it would be intriguing

to see the development of theoretical approaches on polyelectrolyte

complexation based on the same geometry. The simulation tools developed

in this thesis would enable easy comparison between the predictions of

such theories and simulations. Preferably these theoretical approaches

should go beyond mean field. Most mean field approaches are unable

to predict overcharging and Publication IV shows that the Poisson-

Boltzmann approach fails to capture some features of the interactions

between asymmetric rods.

In the method development front, one could extend the work presented

here by improving the computational efficiency of the line charge Ewald

method by, e.g., meshing. A generalization of the line charge based Ewald

summation to multiple line charges spanning in arbitrary directions could
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also be possible. Implementation and refining of such approach would

be useful not only from the point of view of studying polyelectrolyte

assemblies but also in modelling other cylinder or filament-like systems.

These improvements in line charge Ewald summation would thus lead to

wider adoption of the method by the modelling community.

Additionally, preliminary steps towards understanding the effects of

charge asymmetry between polyelectrolytes to PE complexation (RQ3)

were taken in this thesis. As charge densities are dissimilar between

complexing polyelectrolytes in most experimental scenarios, this is

a point worth further investigation. Simulations both with easily

controllable, simplified beads-spring and more realistic all-atom models

of polyelectrolytes could contribute to the existing knowledge.

The future will surely see an increase in available computational

capacity which will enable all-atom simulations of polyelectrolytes com-

plexes and even multilayers in more realistic time and size scale. With

this progress, though, asking the right research question will become

increasingly more important. This will help in directing the resources

towards problems which will most benefit the field. Think before you

simulate – and use the computational capacity to model the system

needed to answer your questions.
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